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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The use of rivers for recreation is expanding rapidly. Increases

of 50 to 100 percent per year are reported on rivers in nearly every

part of the country (Hecock, 1977). In the case of the Illinois River

in Oklahoma, estimates indicate that use has ballooned from 80,000

visitor days in 1971 to 250,000 in 1977. While data on other rivers

in the region are not uniformly available, the evidence supports the

contention that recreational river use in this region is high, and

going higher.

This pattern of growth is related to the recent attention focused

on rivers as recreational resources by Federal and State Legislation.

Congress recently identified (1968) eight rivers to serve as a nucleus

for a "National Wild and Scenic River System." Twenty-seven other

rivers were subsequently designated for study as potential additions

to the system. Twenty-nine additional rivers have been designated

as study rivers. In addition to the National System, 24 states have

authorized wild and scenic river or waterway systems. Another fifteen

states are actively considering such programs. Oklahoma and surrounding

states have actively engaged in developing waterways programs. Oklahoma's

Rivers Act was passed in 1970.

Other factors are associated with the heightened interest in

Rivers as recreational resources. These include the crowded condi

tions at other recreational facilities, the energy squeeze which
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has focused attention upon close-to-home recreational opportunities,

the back-to-nature movement in outdoor recreation, and an increasing

focus on physical fitness in outdoor recreation. Presumably the

efforts geared to the improvement of water quality in our nation's

streams are of some relevance.

In spite of the burgeoning use, the heightened interest, and

the legislative designations and support for river recreation, there

is a surprising lack of useful knowledge concerning the recreational

use of rivers available at either national or regional scales. It

is impossible to obtain accurate estimate on the use of our rivers, and

know even less about who the users are. The existing research is

basically all the "case-study" variety, dealing with a single river

or river segment. Moreever, focus is primarily on the "white_ater"

rivers, especially those in the West, and the management problems

(use control, trash disposal, etc.) thereof. The great majority of

these case studies lack uniformity and comparability. (Hecock,

et.al. 1976) As a result it is difficult to paint an overall picture

of use patterns.

Little has been done with respect to the recreational use of

rivers in the context of total recreational use, or the total

recreational resource base.

While analyses of entire river systems have been undertaken,

especially in connection with proposals for state recreational

waterway systems or as parts of proposals to include rivers in the

National System, these attempts have generally concentrated on the
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physical and cultural attributes of the rivers. Detailed study of

rivers with respect to the distributions of demand over time and

space, and alternative recreational opportunities has been lacking.

The research that is described in this report addresses the

following shortcomings in our knowledge and capabilities to assess

the River Recreation System.

1. lack of knowledge concerning the existing use of rivers;

2. lack of knowledge concerning river use in the context

of other existing or potential recreational opportunities;

3. lack of knowledge concerning the recreational potential

of rivers given the distribution of population and

recreational resources;

4. lack of a capability to readily evaluate such a complex

system and to simulate the subsequent effects of changes.

The purpose of the proposed research is to develop and extend

knowledge regarding the recreational use planning of rivers. More

specifically, it is intended that the following objectives will be

accomplished:

1. modification of an existing computer program for

evaluating recreational opportunities, reflecting the

special character of rivers as recreational resources;

2. testing of the program in Oklahoma and surrounding regions;

3. evaluation of the capabilities of such a system.

To facilitate accomplishment of these objectives, the following

procedures were undertaken and will be described in the report.
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1. RECSAD, a computer program developed as an outgrowth of

B - OKLA - 026 (Tweedie and Hecock, 1976) was evaluated

and revised to take into consideration new ideas. RECSAD II

is the product of this revision; adding considerable

flexibility to its predecessor.

2. certain parameters of river use were obtained in order

to establish values to be used in the model;

3. results of a run using RECSAD-II river recreation

opportunities in Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri will

be described;

4. river use data were obtained and will be described in

order to assist in evaluating RECSAD-II;

5. the results of the project will be assessed.

The rest of this chapter is devoted to a review of RECSAD and

other computer algorithms used in recreation planning. Recent

modifications and the RECSAD-II option are also outlined. Chapter

two describes and interprets the results of a RECSAD-II run, using

rivers in southern Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri. Chapter three

reports the results of a test of accuracy of the simulation and

describes resultant adjustments in the program. Chapter four is

devoted to speculation about future conditions of the river recreation

system, and then some conclusions.

Several appendices are included in this report. Appendix I

provides a review of literature relating to recreational travel.

Appendix II presents an annotated bibliography of computer appli-
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cations in recreational planning. A large scale application of

RECSAD II, camping opportunities in Oklahoma, is described in

Appendix III. A description of computer programs developed

specifically for this project are included in Appendix IV.

RECSAD

One of the by-products of an earlier OWRT-sponsored project

(B-0KLA-026), was a computer program capable of assessing recreation

supply and demand systems. The program and its operation are

described and illustrated in full, Tweedie and Hecock (1976).

RECSAD (RECreation ~upply and Qemand)was designed for use in

the evaluation of the adequacy of a single recreational facility,

or a series of facilities serving regional demand. In addition,

it was to be used to evaluate the regional recreational opportunities

available to one or a series of population centers (Logsden, et.al.,

1978).

The program was designed in such a manner that userS could

select between two commonly used planning strategies (or models

of recreational behavior) for evaluating population center oppor

tunities or facility adequacy. First, the "standards" approach,

whereby distances are regarded as invariant with respect to demand

supply conditions up to a specified distance (often 25, 50, or 75

miles). This approach is commonly used by Federal agencies such as

the Army Corps of Engineers or Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the

assessment of the value of a new facility, or by local planning
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agencies to determine whether a given community has "sufficient"

facilities within a "reasonable" distance according to some accepted

"standard". In RECSAD this approach was simply refered to as the

"fixed radius method".

Researchers and some state recreation planning agencies have

been increasingly persuaded to treat distance as a variable factor

in demand-supply assessment. Their notion is that even small incre

ments of distance between users and facilities affects use and the

amount of demand that is satisfied or fulfilled. Therefore an addi

tional feature of the program allowed the user to select the "distance

decay method". employing a locally-appropriate effect of distance

on the demand-supply relationship.

The program addressed the spatial recreation system described

by the location of a series of recreation sites and population

centers. The system's population centers and recreation sites

were "coordinatized" at any convenient scale using a coordinate

system. An important feature of the program was its ability to

cope with the "boundary problem" which is associated with the

fact that a planning region may bear little resemblance to functional

recreation regions. Therefore a distinction is made between the

sites and population centers Which are "of interest" (e.g. within

the planning region) and all those sites and centers which have

some relevance to evaluating system opportunities or adequacy.

RECSAD was designed to accommodate differences in available

data and/or differences in a planner's inclination to emphasize
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certain types of data. For example, recreation facility adequacy

could be evaluated as if there is no difference in facility quality,

or an "attractiveness" weight could be given to each recreation

site. System adequacy could be evaluated in terms of regional

population, number of participants, or in terms of estimated peak

activity occasion levels. Demand could be adjusted to reflect

economic, demographic, or other regional variations in population

characteristics. Provisions for accomodating seasonal variations

in participation were also included in the program.

The program was used to evaluate the impact or assess the

utility of various planning strategies - new recreational sites,

population growth, or redistribution, changes in participating

rates and travel behavior.

Output from the program could be punched and utilized as inputs

to computer mapping programs, descriptive statistics packages, or

quantitative analytical programs.

RECSAD to RECSAD II: An Evolution

While the original RECSAD program appeared to be satisfactory

in many respects, it was determined that the distance decay method

was unsatisfactory, and it was replaced by a new version called

RECSAD II.

The model used in the original Distance Decay method assumed

a very rapid decrease in user willingness to travel with a graduate

increase in distance from the recreation site. The shape of the
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distance decay curve used to calculate the probabilities of traveling

a given distance between population centers and recreation sites is

depicted in figure la. This model did not appear to reflect actual

travel behavior.

Figure lb shows the right half of the curve for the normal

distribution. The shape of this curve would appear to be much more

consistent with what is known about recreation travel behavior.

(See Appendix I) Willingness to travel drops off graduallY in the

vicinity of the recreation site, then decreases rapidly as the

distances involved become an impediment. As travel distances reach

major magnitude, and increments to distance becomes less important

in relative terms, the curve finally levels off at a low willingness

level.
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As indicated above, the basic curve has the shape of the right

half of a normal curve, and represents the relationship between distance

(on the x-axis) and the proportion of the population willing to travel

a given distance (on the y-axis). These values start at 1.0 (at
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distance ~ 0) and approach zero as distance increases.

Two conditions determine the position of these curves. First,

the median distance to all recreation sites is calculated separately

for each population center. Places that are far removed from most

recreation sites, such as location in western Oklahoma, will have

large median distances compared with places in the eastern part of

the State. Second, willingness to travel with respect to the median

distance is introduced as a constant proportion throughout the system.

This value can be changed from one run to the next to simulate changes

in travel costs or willingness to travel.

The result of these two conditions is that decay curves for

specific population centers can be elongated or compressed, depending

on the input conditions. Figure 2a shows the effect of dropping the

proportion willing to travel the median distance from fifty (curve 1)

to twenty-five percent (curve 2) with a median distance of 200 miles.

This would depict a situation where high travel costs curtail travel

in general.
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Figure 2b is s comparison of two cities with different median

distances. City A has a median distance of 100 miles compared with

200 miles for city B. In Oklahoma this would approximate the situation

for Tulsa and Guymon. In each case 50% of the people are willing to

travel the median distance, but because of differences in access to

the recreation system residents of city B are willing to travel

farther.

Since RECSAD is designed to assign all demand to recreation

sites, curves depicting the number of users vs. distance travelled

under differing conditions will intersect. Assuming a decreased

willingness to travel as illustrated in Figure 2a, users will be

forced into nearby recreation sites as depicted in Figure 3a.
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Assuming that cities A and B have equal populations, figure 3b

shows the number of users compared with distance travelled for

the situation illustrated in figure 2b. People poorly served by

the recreation system make a greater number of long distance trips.
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Finally, both participation rates for specific population centers,

and attractiveness of individual recreation sites, can be varied

independently. These RECSAD options would influence the ideal shapes

of the above curves. They have not been used in the present study.

The general mathematical

illustrated in figure Ib is Y

equation for curves of the type
2-.5x

= e In RECSAD II this basic

equation has been adjusted to allow for regional differences in

willingness to travel due to relative abundance of recreational

opportunities. For example, half of the river recreation oppor-

tunities in Oklahoma lie within about 100 miles of Tulsa, whereas

for locations in the Panhandle the median distance to river recrea-

tion opportunities exceeds 200 miles. Under these circumstances

it is reasonable to assume that western Oklahomans are willing

to travel farther for river recreation.

This premise has been incorporated in the model by changing

the basic equation to:

where D = distance between the population center and the

recreation site.

MOIST = for each population center, the median distance

to the set of recreation sites weighted by capacity

(or thus the median distance to its recreation

opportunities.)
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DEMAND-IOO
MDIST-200

PCTMD = the percent of the population willing to travel

the median distance.

MOIST is calculated separately for each population center.

PCTMD is input to the program and can be varied arbitrarily between

a high of 1. 0 (everyone willing to travel the median distance) and

a low of 0.0 (no one willing to travel that far).

A simple example illustrates the use of this equation. (Figure 4)

RECREATION SITES·

(-300 (-600 C_700 '''00

®---I-oo-"'-I•.-----&,--so-~-."'-.-&--SO-m'-I •.-L.&::.>·-S-o-m-,,,,-.-&--so-ma-.-.--@
DEMANO-IOOO

MOIST-IOO

·A R . .u = .creatlon Sit.

Figure 4.

Given two population centers, center A with a median distance

to the recreation sites of 100 miles (MOIST = 100) and center B

with a median distance of 200 miles. (MOIST· 200). Table 1

shows the proportion of the population from each center that is

willing to travel to recreation sites at selected distances, assuming

fifty percent of the population is willing to travel the median

distance (pCTMD •• 50).

TABLE 1 CPCTMD = .50)
Miles

50 100 150 200 250

Center A
(MOIST· 100) .84 .50 .21 .06 .01

Center B
(MOIST = 200) .96 .84 .68 .50 .34

12
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If only 25% of the population are willing to travel the median

distance the probabilities decline accordingly. (Table 2)

TABLE 2 (PCTMD = .25)
Miles

50 100 150 200 250 300

Center A
(MDIST 100) .71 .25 .04

Center B
(MDIST) = 200 .92 .71 .46 .25 .11 .04

In RECSAD II these values are adjusted according to the capacity

of the recreation sites. A recreation site whose capacity is small

relative to the demand at the population center should have limited

appeal since it would be quickly overrun. By multiplying the probab-

ilities by the ratio of the capacity of the recreation site to the

demand at the population center (ROOM = RFAC(J)/POP(I) ) the drawing

power of the small recreation sites is reduced. While this procedure

could also be used to increase the drawing power of large recreation

areas, at present the program sets ROOM = 1.0 whenever capacity exceeds

demand.

At this point RECSAD II has calculated a statistic that can be

interpreted as the probability that residents at a specific population

center are willing to travel to each specific recreation site, viewed

in isolation from other sites. In a large problem (system) the sum

of these values would be greater than 1.0, and consequently, using

these values to assign users would result in considerable overcrowding.

In order to adjust the user flows from a specific population
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center tn proportion to the relattve wtllingness to travel to each

indtvidual recreation site, the program now sums these values for

all recreation sttes. The number of users asstgned to each site is then

determtned by that site's proportional contrtbution to the sum. These

calculations are illustrated for the example in Figure 4 (Table 3).

TABLE 3

ILLUSTRATION OF SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Pop Rec Adjusted Proportional
Center Site Prob Room Prob Prob Users

1 A .84 .4 .34 .405 405
B .50 .7 .35 .417 417
C .21 .6 .13 .155 155
D .06 .3 .02 .023 23

-:B4 lOiiO

2 A .34 1.0 .34 .14 14
B .50 1.0 .50 .21 21
C .68 1.0 .68 .29 29
D .84 1.0 .84 .36 36

2.36 100

City 1 is representative of places in eastern Oklahoma, with

a relatively small median distance to the recreation sites. City

2 illustrates the situatton in western Oklahoma. For city I, 84%

are Willing to travel the 50 miles to recreation site A, but only

50% are willing to make the 100 mile trip to B. In contrast 84%

of the residents of city 2 are wtlling to travel the 100 mtles to

park D, their nearest opportunity. People in city 2, with fewer

local recreation opportunities, are more willing to make longer

trips.

The effect of the adjustment for the stze of the recreation
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facility is illustrated for city 1. Site A can only accomodate

40% of the demand, site B Can handle 70%, etc., and the probabilities

are adjusted accordingly. The result is that site B attracts

more users than site A (417 compared with 405) despite its greater

distance. Obviously this is the intended effect. Residents of city

1 are forced to travel farther than they would prefer because the

large demand overwhelms the nearest sites. For city 2, with its

small demand, the capacity of the recreation sites is not a factor.

The assigned use for city 2. is much more evenly distributed

than for city I, since distance is a less important determinant.

In the example 64% of the users from city 2 travel at least ISO

miles compared with only 18% of these from city 1.

The use of RECSAD II for a large problem has been illustrated

in the analysis of camping supply and demand in Oklahoma. (Logsden,

Appendix II).
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CHAPTER 2

THE APPLICATION OF RECSAD II TO A RIVER RECREATION SYSTEM

In order to provide a test of the ability of the RECSAD II program

to assist in the assessment of river recreation demand and flows, six

rivers were identified as study rivers (figure Sa). These rivers are a

subset of approximately 76 rivers in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri, Illi

nois, Kansas, Tennessee, Lousiana, Iowa, and Mississippi and represent

all of the major recreation rivers in these States.

In addition 120 population centers, defined by U.S. Postal Service

three-digit Zip Code areas were utilized as population centers, or

demand points for the test (figure 5b). Three-digit Zip Code areas were

used in preference to other areal units such as counties or minor civil

divisions because they offer a reasonable amount of aggregation, they

have significance in terms of the functional organization of space, and

provide a substantial amount of easily accessible population detail.

The extent of the study area was determined by draWing a general

ized boundary extending approximately 500 miles from a point near the

center of the study rivers. The need for such a large study area,

including such a large number of rivers and population centers is linked

to the fact that rivers in all directions from a population center fig

ure in the apportionment of that center's demand. Therefore, while the

six study rivers are the center of attention, rivers at rather great

distances are "competitors" for purposes of this program, and must be

taken into consideration. This is a boundary-setting problem which has

been described previously in detail (Hecock and Tweedie, 1976).

Table 4 indicates the program inputs for an initial run of the
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Figure 5a. Rivers Used In This Study.
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Figure Sb. Population centers (3-Digit Zip Code Re~ions).
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RECSAD II program for the estimation of uSer demand for, aid flows

to, the study rivers. The figures chosen for participation rates and

willingness to travel were determined from a review of published and

unpublished studies of river recreation use and users (as reviewed in

Hecock, 1977).

TABLE 4

RECSAD II PROGRAM INPUT CONDITIONS

Number of Population Points

Number of Population Points of Interest

Number of Recreation Sites

Number of Recreation Sites of Interest

Scale (km or miles per inch)

Participation Rate (per 100,000)

Capacity Per Unit Facility

Percent Willing to Travel Median Distance

120

120

74

6

80.000

1000.

300.0000

0.25

The distinction between total recreation sites and "recreation

sites of interest" is made because the total set of rivers influences

the demand for, and flows to, the six study rivers ("recreation sites

of interest"). The demand estimates for most of the remaining 70

rivers are probably incomplete to the extent that they may receive

users from population points beyond the boundaries of the study.

The participation rate is a peak day participation, Or maximum

possible participation rate at any particular time.

In this application of RECSAD II capacities for the rivers are

set artificially high which removes the effect of capacities in the
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operation of the model. The rationale for this is based on the fact

that capacities for most rivers are ill-defined, not well-understood,

and not enforceable. (This is in contrast to the case of campgrounds

where a finite amount of space is usually available, and capacities

are rather easily estimated and enforced.)

Coordinates (X, Y) for Zip Code centers and major access points

for each of the 76 rivers in the system were used as locational

inputs to the program.

The results of this initial run of RECSAD II are summarized in

Table 5. The model accounts for over 200,000 peak user days in the

entire study area. In this run it is assumed that the origins of

this demand are distributed in accordance with the distribution of

population. Approximately 13 percent of this demand, about 28,000

usera are received by the six study rivers. Of the 200,000 users

approximately 50 percent travel 200 miles Or less in order to obtain

their river recreation experience.
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TABLE 5

RECSAD II RESULTS

Total Demand Generated in Study Area

Demand Satisfied by Study Rivers

Percent of Study Area Demand Satisfied by Study Rivers

222651

78173

12.7

Distance Trips Percent Cum. Trips Cum,Pct
(miles)

0.0 - 24.9 o. 0.0 222452. 100.0

25.0 - 49.9 4745. 2.1 217707. 97.9

50.0 - 74.9 3733. 1.7 213974. 96.2

75.0 - 99.9 10866. 4.9 203108. 91.3

100.0 - 124.9 15904. 7.1 187204. 84.2

125.0 - 149.9 16255. 7.3 170949. 76.8

150.0 - 174.9 18271. 8.2 152677. 68.6

175.0 - 199.9 19216. 8.6 133461. 60.0

200.0 - 224.9 19585. 8.8 113876. 51.2

225.0 - 249.9 17886. 8.0 95991. 43.2

250.0 - 274.9 18621. 8.4 77370. 34.8

275.0 - 299.9 16210 . 7.3 61160. 27.5

300.0 and over 13196. 5.9 47964. 21. 6
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The amount of visitors received by each study river varies from

ahout 4000 to over 5100 (Tsble 6).

TABLE 6

PREDICTED USE BY RIVER

River Total Users

Big Piney (MO) 4939

Currant (MO) 4716

Eleven Point (MO) 4727

Illinois (OK) 4090

North Fork (MO) 5147

White (AR) 4533

For each river the number of users from each of the 120 population

centers is obtained. Flows from selected population centers are presented

in Table 7. According to this preliminary run of RECSAD II, St. Louis,

Missouri contributes 9.7 percent of total users to the North Fork, but

only 4.6 percent to the Illinois River in Ok1shoma.

Using altered sets of input conditions, additional runs of RECSAD II

were made. The specific inputs for each run are portrayed in Table 8.

The number of population centers, number of rivers, the number of rivers

of interest and the scale designations were the same in each run. Changes

were limited to participation rates and willingness to travel in the

belief that these are the critical variables with respect to regional

flows of river recreationists.
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TABLE 7

PERCENT OF TOTAL PEAK USE PREDICTED FROM SELECTED POPULATION CHANGES

Zip Code Number 381 386 631 639 641 722 741
Total

Memphis Batesville St. Louis Doniphan Kansas City Little Rock Tulsa Predicted
N Place Name (Tennessee) (Mississippi) (Missouri) (Missouri) (Missouri) (Arkansas) (Oklahoma) Use
w

Big Piney 3.8 1.1 8.3 .5 3.0 1.2 1.5 4939

Currant 4.7 1.4 7.4 .5 2.6 1.2 1.6 2470

Eleven Point 5.1 1.5 7.9 .5 2.2 1.2 1.3 4727

Illinois 3.3 1.1 4.6 .3 3.6 1.3 2.9 4090

North Fork 2.5 .7 9.7 .5 3.4 .6 1.2 5147

White 4.6 1.4 6.6 .5 2.7 1.3 1.9 4553



TABLE 8

SELECTED PROGRAM INPUTS FOR FIVE RECSAD II RUNS

Peak Day Willingness To
Participation Rate Travel Median Distance

Run (rate/10000 inhabitants) (percent)

1 1000 25

2 500 25

3 1000 10

4 1000 5

5 100 5

The reaulta of the four additional runa are summarized in Tables 9

and 10. As expected, the relative amount of use predicted varies with

each run and the patterns of distances traveled varies in accordance

with the willingness to travel specified as inputs to the respective

runs of the model.

TABLE 9

TOTAL PREDICTED PEAK USE, BY RIVER, FOR FIVE RECSAD RUNS

RECSAD Runs
1 2 3 4 5

Big Piney 4939 2470 5020 4838 484

Current 4716 2358 4723 4533 453

Eleven-Point 4727 2364 4790 4660 466

Illinois 4090 2045 4033 3918 392

North Fork 5147 2574 5481 5508 551

White River 5433 2277 4506 4304 430

All Rivers of Interest 29052 14088 28553 27761 2776

All Rivers in System 222561 111325 222561 222651 22265
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TABLE 10

PROPORTION OF TOTAL PREDICTED USE FROM EACH ZONE FOR EACH RECSAD II RUN

Proportion of Total Use from Each Zone for Each
RECSAD II Run

(percent)
Distance Zone

(miles) 1 2 3 4 5

0- 25 2.1 2.1 3.1 3.8 3.8

26- 50 1.7 1.7 2.4 3.0 3.0

51- 75 4.9 4.9 6.9 8.3 8.3

76-100 7.1 7.1 9.8 ll.5 11. 5

101-125 7.3 7.3 9.6 11.1 11.1

126-150 8.2 8.2 10.3 11.4 11.4

151-175 8.6 8.6 10.2 10.8 10.8

176-200 8.8 8.8 9.6 9.6 9.7

201-225 8.1 8.1 8.1 7.7 7.7

226-250 8.4 8.4 7.8 6.9 6.9

251-300 7.3 7.3 6.2 5.1 5.1

301 and over 5.9 5.9 4.6 3.6 3.6

Flows from selected population centers to the study rivers are

depicted in Tables 11a, b, and c. The amount of users a river receives

from a given city depends upon the nearness of that city to the river,

the participation level, the Willingness to travel, the number of inter-

vening or competing river recreation opportunities.

Total predicted flows of users for the Eleven Point River (Missouri)

are depicted for each run in Figures 6a through 6e. Note that the

varying program inputs produce flow maps which differ both in terms
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TABLE lla

PREDICTED FLOWS TO STUDy RIVER FROM MEMPHIS. BY RECSAD RUNS

Amount of Total Use from Memphis
to Specified River by Run

1 2 3 4 5

Big Piney 186 93 212 219 22

Current 220 110 280 315 32

Eleven Point 239 120 323 379 38

Illinois 134 67 123 109 11

North Fork 130 65 118 102 10

White 210 105 261 287 29

All Rivers 6656 3328 6656 6656 666

TABLE llb

PREDICTED FLOWS TO STUDY RIVER FROM ST. LOUIS. BY RECSAD RUNS

Amount of Total Use from St. Louis
to Specified River by Run

1 2 3 4 5

Big Piney 408 204 477 499 50

Current 350 175 369 357 36

Eleven Point 372 186 409 407 41

Illinois 189 94 132 94 9

North Fork 499 250 667 771 77

White 300 150 286 256 26

All Rivers 13354 6677 13354 13354 1335
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TABLE llc

PREDICTED FLOWS TO STUDY RIVER FROM TULSA, BY RECSAD RUNS

Amount of Total Use from Tulsa
to Specified River by Run

1 2 3 4 5

Big Piney 75 37 72 65 7

Current 75 37 73 66 7

Eleven Point 63 31 54 45 4

Illinois 117 58 152 172 17

North Fork 60 30 51 41 4

White 85 42 89 86 9

All Rivers 3529 1765 3529 3529 353

of intensity and direction of flows. Ricky Jones, graduate assistant

in geography, assisted in the preparation of Chapters 2 and 3.
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Figure 6a. Eleven-Point River, Predicted Travel, RECSAD Run #1.
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Figure 6b. Eleven-Point River, Predicted Travel, REeSAD Run 1/2.
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Figure 6c. Eleven-Point River, Predicted Travel, RECSAD Run #3.
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Figure 6d. Eleven-Point River, Predicted Travel, RECSAD Run #4.
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Figure 6e. Eleven-Point River, Predicted Travel, RECSAD Run #5.
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Chapter 3

RECSAD AND REALITY: AN ASSESSMENT

In order to assess the capability of RECSAD II to accurately

predict flows between population centers and rivers, data on visitor

origins were obtained for the Study Rivers. These data were obtained

through various means, in some cases river manager's files were used,

while in other instances data were collected through the use of inter-

views.

Data for each river were summarized using ZIPDIST and compared with

RECSAD Run #5 selected for the purpose because its overall predicted

use levels were comparable to sample sizes obtained for the study rivers.

Table 12 indicates the distances traveled by 1730 river recreation-

ists and the predicted travel characteristics of 2775 users using RECSAD

II.

TABLE 12

PREDICTED AND EMPIRICALLY DETERMINED
TRAVEL BEHAVIOR OF RIVER USERS FOR SIX STUDY RIVERS

Miles Traveled

o - 50 miles
51 - 100
101 - 150
151 - 199
200 - 249
250 and over

N =

Six Study Rivers
Percent of Total Users

Empirical Data RECSAD Predictions

13.2 6.8
6.6 19.8

27.8 22.5
22.8 20.5
15.0 14.6
14.5 8.7

1730 2775

While the results obtained are similar in broad outlines, RECSAD

appears to underpredict usage originating close to, and far from, the
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rivers. It should be noted that there is considerable variation among

the rivers in terms of actual flows. (Table 13).

TABLE 13

ACTUAL TRAVEL DISTANCES OF USERS OF STUDY RIVERS
COMPARED TO RECSAD TRAVEL DISTANCES

(Run 5)

Distance
Zones Predictions Actual Travel

(miles) RECSAD II II-Point Current North Fork White Illinois Big Piney

o - 50 6.8 5.3 1.7 8.1 53.1 15.9 27.0

51 - 100 19.8 7.01 7.24 6.2 10.2 11.6 1.5

101 - 150 22.5 16.2 56.6 5.4 20.4 16.6 43.0

151 - 200 20.5 40.1 9.0 29.3 6.1 28.8 7.5

201 - 250 14.6 7.2 10.3 33.2 2.0 20.6 12.5

250 and over 8.7 24.1 15.1 17.8 8.2 6.6 8.5

N = 2775 415 49 320 400

In order to assess the ability of RECSAD to provide reasonable

predictions of flows, comparisons were made between actual and

predicted flows between selected population centers and each study

river. (Table 14).
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TABLE 14

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED FLOWS BETWEEN
SELECTED POPULATION CENTERS AND STUDY RIVERS

(% of Total River Use From Selected Population Centers)
Memphis Batesville St. Louis Doniphan Kansas City Little Rock Tulsa

River (TN) (MS) (Kl) (Kl) (Kl) (ARK) (OK)

Big Piney
RECSAD ItS 4.5 1.0 10.3 .8 3.3 1.2 1.4
Actual 0 0 14.8 0 1.5 0 0

Current
RECSAD Its 7.06 1.77 7.95 .9 2.4 2.0 1.6
Actual 3.6 0 31. 7 1.4 5.1 0 .3

ll-Point
RECSAD #5 8.2 1.9 8.9 .9 1.7 1.7 .7
Actual 14.4 2.4 14.5 1.4 5.3 0 ·1.0

Illinois
RECSAD #5 2.8 1.0 2.3 .3 3.8 2.0 4.4
Actual 0 0 0 0 .1 .6 18.1

North Fork
RECSAD #5 1.8 .4 13.9 .5 4.2 .4 .7
Actual .8 0 3.5 0 13.9 0 0

White
RECSAD #5 6.7 1.8 6.1 .7 2.6 2.3 2.1
Actual 4.1 0 0 0 0 8.2 0

The predicted and actual flows differ substantially from each

other. Nevertheless, there are some general similarities, especially

in the case of the II-Point and the Big Piney Rivers.

The overall patterns of flows are depicted in pairs of flow maps,

Figures 7a through 7f and Figures 8a through 8f. Note that in these

maps flows are scaled in such a way as to obtain total flow levels

which are comparable from map to map. Once again there are a number

of cases where there is rather close correspondence between predicted

and actual flow maps. Nevertheless, there are several instances where

the differences are great. In such cases, the problem seems to have

to do with RECSAD's inability to account for intervening and com-
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Figure 7a. Illinois River Observed Travel.
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Figure 7b. North Fork River Observed Travel.
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Figure 7d. White River Observed Travel.
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Figure 7e. Big Piney River Observed Travel.
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Figure 7£. Current River Observed Travel.
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Figure 8c. Eleven-Point River Predicted Travel.
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Figure 8e. Big Piney River Predicted Travel.
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peting opportunities.

Implications of Findings.

Based upon the evidence at hand, it appears that the goal of

accurate prediction of recreation flows for rivers is an elusive one.

While it appears that the RECSAD approach is capable of generating

reasonable predictions in certain recreation supply and demand contexts,

as in the case of camping for example (See Appendix 2), it is not

able to accomplish this in the case of rivers. It remains to be

seen,what,if anything can be done to enhance the ability of RECSAD II

to achieve reasonable accuracies in predicting the flows of river

recreationists.

Adjustments to the participation level does affect users flows

predicted by RECSAD but only in a system where some recreation sites

are overcrowded due to low capacities or a very large nearby popula

tion center. For rivers capacity, standards have not been established,

and by their nature they are generally removed from large population

centers. Thus in the present study changes in the participation rate

merely caused constant proportional changes to all flows in the system.

Although the ATTRACT option of the program, whereby the attraction

or drawing power of specific rivers can be enhanced, might be used to

increase the flows to certain rivers, this is unlikely to substantially

change the lack of sensitivity to intervening opportunities.

Differing assumptions concerning willingness to travel were also

less effective in causing significant changes in flow patterns than

had been expected. Indications are that using a low willingness to

travel value positions most recreation opportunities in the relatively
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insensitive right side of the decay curve where differences in

distance involve only slight changes in the probabilities. On the

other hand the use of high willingness to travel values appears to

send users on longer trips than empirical evidence indicates. Clearly

the positioning of the decay curve requires better calibration, which

is difficult to do given the limited origin-destination data on

recreation trips.

The other potentially useful area for future work would be to

add a directional component to RECSAD whereby the program could

calculate the direction of the closest opportunities for each

population center and; then reduce the probabilities of users travel

ing to more distant sites in the same general direction. At this

point in the development of the program, the principle investigators

are unable to provide any additional insights into this particular

problem.

Accomplishments of the Project

While it appears that this overall objective to develop a model

which provides a high degree of accuracy in predicted recreation flows

has eluded us, it is not difficult to point to solid accomplishments

in this research project. As a by-product of this project, RECSAD II

had achieved a substantial measure of success in modeling recreation

supply and demand flows and simulating effects of future changes in

willingness to travel in the context of camping in Oklahoma (See

Appendix 2) • Empirical data on river recreationists' origins

have been obtained for six rivers in Oklahoma, Missouri, and
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Arkansas. These data can be used in future attempt to revise

RECSAD II or to develop different models for predicting recreation

flows.

The research has also spawned s series of other computer

program files which can be uaed in snalyzing and portraying recreation

systems (Appendix 4). ZIPMATCH was developed in order to match

recreationists' five-digit Zip Codes to those contained in the LALZIP

file. LALZIP was derived from the Census Bureau's PICADAD file and

features zip codes, and the respective latitude and longitude coordi

nates for their centroids. ZIPDIST allows the user to analyze distance

travelled using Zip Code inputs. FLOWPLOT draws flow lines between

origin and destination points, with widths of the lines scaled in

proportion to the amount of the flow between points. This latter

program produces graphic output on a computer-driven plotter.
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APPENDIX 1

A REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON RECREATION TRAVEL*

1. INTRODUCTION

There are conflicting views concerning the role of travel in
the recreation experience, " •.. The concepts which have been
developed, and to a lesser extent the usual transportation study
data, are readily applicable to the case of outdoor recreation
trav.,] (Teidemann and Melstein,1966)." At the other end of the
spectrum is Wolf (1966) who states "there is no such entity as
recreational travel. To comprehend the recreational use of our
highways the stream of recreational travel on those highways must
be broken down into its component parts and each studied separately".
But most believe that travel is an important element in the decision
making process, and a number of models have been developed to
portray it. "There have been discrepancies between estimated and
empirical results but it appears that travel models are of adequate
quality to be used for policy and planning purposes (Freund and
Wilson, 1974)."

It is the purpose of this report to: (1) review existing
empirical and theoretical recreational travel related studies;
(2) ascertain the independent variables which help to explain
recreational travel behavior; and to (3) evaluate the existing
techniques used to model such behavior. The emphasis here is on
recreational travel behavior although various demand and partici
pation studies, which relate either directly or indirectly to
recreational travel behavior, are also cited.

II. FACTORS AFFECTING RECREATIONAL TRAVEL BEHAVIOR

From the literature it appears that there are four broad
categories of factors that are commonly linked to explanation
of travel behavior. There are a number of characteristics which
affect travel in the recreational experience. For the purpose
of this report four categories are highlighted: (1) characteristics
of access; (2) temporal characteristics; (3) characteristics
of the facility; (4) user characteristics. "Though the effect
of each have been considered individually (and sometimes collectively)
by researchers, no study to date has established their relative
importance, partly because human values are difficult to quantify
(O'Rourke, 1974:142)."

* This was prepared by James Dunlap, Graduate Research Assistant,
Department of Geography.
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A. Characteristics of access:

"Keogh's study ... provided evidence that 86 percent of drivers
enjoyed the time spent traveling, but their reasons for selection
were based on other considerations - 64 percent chose a particular
route because it was fastest, 13 percent because there was less
traffic, 8 percent because it was the most scenic, 6 percent because
it was the cheapest, and 3 percent because it was the safest. The
remainder had no alternative route available so could not make
a choice (O'Rourke, 1974:146)."

The monetary cost of travel is one of the major expenditures
for many recreational experiences according to Tiedemann and
Milstein (1966). "Generally people who travel farther pay more
for a given recreational experience than those traveling a shorter
distance to the same facility (O'Rourke, 1974:145)." O'Rourke reviews
studies done by Boggs and McDaniel, Seneca, and Mansfield. He
concludes that priority is often given to this factor but believes
further study is needed to establish its relative importance.

Van Lier (1977) also believes that the time spent traveling can
be enjoyable and states that this factor may be responsible for the
inertia of movement in Wolfe's (1972) model. Beaman (1974) examines
this time/distance factor. Glascock and Born (1971) state that time
and distance appear to be important reasons for the respondents in
their study not participating more often. From a study done on
reservoirs in Indiana, Matthias and Grecco (1969:69) conclude that
"the difference in attraction rates substantiates the assumption
that a trip is designed to be short as possible". 0 'Rourke (1974)
reviews several studies done on. the significance of journey time in
the recreational experience, including those by Crew, Duffel, and
Goodman and Keogh. He concludes that time is intimately connected
to distance and that time may be the most significant factor in
determining the distance a recreationalist will travel on certain
types of trips. He also points out that time/distance measures
hsve been given considerable attention in studies using gravity
models. The U.S. Department of the Interior (1965) considers the
significance of travel time to destination as well as round trip
time. Mueller and Gum (1962:38) conclude that " ••• leisure preferences
are conditioned by location factors, that is, by time and distance
required to reach the location where one can engage in the preferred
activity". In regard to this characteristic Lentnek, Van Doren,
and Trail (1974:79) state that "(t)he amount of time spent in transit
is apparently a function of the amount of time spent at the site".

The scenic quality of the route is another factor considered
by O'Rourke (1974). He cites a study done by Mansfield in which
36 percent of visitors to a certain area gave the highest priority
to the natural attractiveness of their journey, with less emphasis
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on the time requirements of the trip. He also reviews Houghton,
Evans and Miles, and suggests that the literature merely confirms
that recreationalists, drive on what they hope will be pleasant
roads with scenic views.

Glascock and Born (1971:10) reviewed a study by Myles which
"reported that travel may be a pleasant part of the recreational
experience .•. "

Hecock and Rooney (1974:45) state that " ••• where a person
lives, to a large extent, determines the choices he has with
respec t to leisure pursuits". Regional location is important both
from the supply and demand side. Regions with large populations
have a high probability of being regions with a high demand for
recreation. The sheer numbers of facilities and opportuntities
in certain regions affects the recreational travel behavior within
that region. The U.S. Department of the Interior (1965:9) states
that people in the West took vacations at a greater distance from
home than people in other areas. According to Mueller and Gurin
(1962) the West shows a higher proportion of people engaging in
recreation away from home because of the better facilities in the
region. They go on to say that camping, hiking and picnicking are
also more COmmon in this region. As stated earlier Hecock (1977)
points to the regional differences in river recreation.

Stoevener and Guedry (1968:71-72) indicates that although
the rural or urban residence of the recreationalist is a factor
that is important, its significance has been lessened due to the
increased homogenity in our national culture and residence during
childhood may be a more important consideration. They go on to
say "(f)ormer rural residents may have developed different outdoor
recreation use patterns, e.g., during childhood, and even though
they are now urban residents, they may utilize their leisure time
differently from the lifetime urban residents·. According to Mueller
and Curin (1962) farmers are less likely to participate in certain
recreational activities because of the nature of their profession
and there is no indication that a home with a large yard in the
suburbs restrict people from taking part in recreational activities
away from home. "As expected there is more travel originating from
more populous areas. It appears that individuals in urban centers
tend to take longer trips (Freund and Wilson, 1974:248)." "The
dominance of metropolitan areas as origins of boaters is clear •••
(Lentnek, VanDoren, and Trail, 1974: 73) ." Hecock (1977: 280) points
out that "(r)ivers showing the greatest use pressures are nearest
large concentrations of population in the mid-west and East and
close to the Pacific Coast". " .•. (S)ightseeing, driving, picnicking
and particularly swimming are relatively more popular in the cities
than in the surrounding areas (Mueller and Curin, 1962:13)." Hauser
(1962:48) found that the probability of people from large cities going
camping is less than that of people residing in small cities. Thompson
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(1967:527) uses city population as one of the assumptions for
his study on Ontario parks and Freund and Wilson (1974:246) state
that" (t)his variable (urbanization) seems to perform better
than population density" in their gravity model.

B. Temporal characteristics:

Travel in the recreational experience has certain identifying
characteristics which distinguish it from other forms of travel.
The seasonal characteristics are discussed by the U.S. Department of
the Interior (1965:8). They state that "(m)ore people began their
vacations away from home in August, 37 percent, than in any other
summer month ••• Twenty-two percent began their vacations in June,
and 36 percent in July ••• " "The distribution of holidays through
time is heavily peaked with a marked concentration in the short
period of a few aummer months: Hecock and Rooney (1974) point out
the seasonal variations of participation' for state recreational
facilities in Oklahoma. Hecock (1977:280) states that "(r)ivers
experience considerable season-to-season variability in use.
Holiday weekends, such as Memorial Day, the Fourth-of-July, and
Labor Day, may account for as much as one-quarter of total annual
use on some rivers". He goes on to state that "(t)here are also some
fairly predictable weekly and daily rhythms. Weekends account for
as much aa three-quarters of total weekly use. Most daily uSe
is between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m." O'Rourke (1974:142) looks at studies
done by Budde and Kousgaars, Houghton-Evans and Miles, Cracknell,
Duffell, and Linde and concludes that " ••• recreational travel
begins from a specific origin on days other than those committed
to earning a livelihood and beyond that it is largely discretionary.
Recreation traffic flow is, therefore, heavier at the beginning
and end of the weekend (where there is a concentration of leisure
time) and in summer, whereas commuter and other traffic experiences
peak flows in the morning and evening throughout the week and does
not exhibit seasonal variations". He also discusses a survey
done by Wager which " ••• indicated that Sunday attendance may be five
times as great as weekday attendance and visits in winter less than
20 percent of those in summer".

C. Characteristics of the facility:

According to the U.S. Department of the Interior (1965) the
relative quality of site is an important characteristic in determining
the satisfaction gained from a recreational experience. Their survey
states (p.7) that "(o)f all reasons given for satisfaction, 28 percent
were concerned with appreciation of the quality of the natural resource •••
The second most prevalent set of comments, 21 percent of all reasons
given, related to developed facilities. People liked these facilities
because they were attractive, clean and in good repair". There is a
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considerable amount of literature on this subject. VanLier (1977:6)
points out that the objectivity of these studies varies with the
approach and the types of variables included, i.e., 'hard facts or
measures of perception'. He goes on to write that according to
Lintsen the perception of this characteristic differs considerably
among different socio-economic groups. Shafer (1974:123) concluded
that aesthetic quality is one factor that influences a person to camp
at a specific site. Freund and Wilson (1974:241) use an attraction
index to account for quality of site. Their study was based on the
1967-69 Texas Parks and Wildlife Department data. Although there has
been considerable research on this characteristic and it has been
used in several models, O'Rourke (1974:145) concludes that "(d)espite
the success of these pioneering studies in the context in which they
have been applied, it is patent and obvious that the attraction index
has not been widely accepted, nor has the researcher been able to
satisfactorily measure levels of preference attached by individuals
to various experiences".

Thompson (1967:541) finds evidence to indicate that park size
and attractiveness are related. This conclusion is based on his
use of the traditional gravity model for analyzing recreational travel
patterns to a sample of Ontario parks. The Michigan Outdoor Recreation
Demand Study incorporated a capacity multiplier in a model they used
to look at various recreation facilities (O'Rourke, 1974). Shafer
and Thompson (1968) suggest that users traveled farther to campgrounds
which had a large number of sites. There are two components of capacity.

Physical capacity deals with the amount of use an area can tolerate
before the resource starts deteriorating (this is the easier to measure).
Behavioral capacity is concerned with the population that can be tolerated
before the recreational experience itself starts to deteriorate. A large
facility may appeal to people but if it is operating near full capacity
they may feel crowded and not have a good experience. The U.S. Department
of the Interior (1965) deals with the lack of crowding as one of the
factors given for user satisfaction. Ten percent of the respondents
listed it as the most important reason for satisfaction.

According to O'Rourke (1974:124) "(t)he pattern of travel is a
function of the structure of opportunities available to the recrea
tionalist ••. " Hecock and Rooney (1974:3) state that " .•• the fact
that participation and participation levels are linked to the avail
ability of facilities is extremely well documented ••• " Cicchetti,
Seneca, and Davidson (1969:89) discuss the importance of supply
factors or facilities when trying to explain participation. McNeely
and Badger (1967) use an availability factor in a regression analysis
of recreation in Oklahoma, stating that this factor explained 75
percent of the variation in attendance. Ellis and Van Doren (1966)
use an availability factor in their gravity model. Tiedemann and
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and Milstein (1966) included indices of availability in a model
they used on data from the Michigan Outdoor Recreation Demand
Study.

According to Mueller and Gurin (1962) the lack of facilities
was one of the reasons given by respondents for not engaging in more
outdoor recreation activity. The facilities available for desired
activities is an important factor when looking at regional differences
in recreational behavior. A person desiring a recreational experience
may in fact be looking for a set of activities, i.e., if a person
cannot hike, camp, and picnic during the same outing they may be
unhappy.

"An analysis of current vacation travel patterns indicates that
additional facilities should be located primarily within one, or at most
two, day's driving distance from the areas they are intended to serve.
People will not normally travel a greater distance than that from the
place where they are living. This is true even for upper income levels
(Mueller and Gurin, 1962:54)." According to the U.S. Department of
the Interior (1965) most people went on overnight recreation trips
within their own Census Divisions and took their vacations at places
within their own states or in neighboring states. Fifteen percent
of their respondents ranked a convenient location close to home, or
easy to get to, as an important factor for satisfaction with place of
participation. Thompson (1967:527) states that " ••• traffic generated
between a population area and a recreational area is directly related
to the number of opportunities closer (in travel time) to the popu
lation area than the recreation area". The literature also seems to
verify this for certain specific activities. From a study of boaters
in Ohio, Lentnek, Van Doren and Trail (1974:71) concluded that
" ••• activity-specia1ized boaters tend to choose the neatest lake
that can be used for their activity ••• " Shafer (1974:122) writes
that " ••• there are several factors that influence a person to
camp at a specific park. Proximity to home is most important in
some instances".

Proximity of the facility to an urban area has been shown to have
an effect on the recreational behavior of people participating in
certain activities. Hecock (1977:280) states that "(r)ivers showing
the greatest use pressure are nearest large concentrations of popu
lations ••• " According to Mueller and Gurin (1962 :13) " ••• sightseeing
driving, picnicking, and particularly swimming are relatively more
popular in the cities than in the outlying areas",

D. Characteristics of the user:

"The paid vacation available to the male in the household appears
to be the major factor in the travel decision. The percent of traveling
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families increases as the number of weeks of paid vacation goes
up (A Regional Study of Recreation Travel Behavior and Participation
Patterns, 1975:17). It is not only the total amount of leisure
available, but also how it is arranged, i.e., 2 day weekend, 3 day
weekend, paid vacation, etc. According to Mueller and Gurin (1962)
paid vacations are a concomitant of occupation and income that
may affect outdoor activities. They conclude that these two variables,
income and the availability of a paid vacation, are by far the most
important determinants of travel oriented outdoor recreatio~ O'Rourke
(1974:142) concludes that time available for recreation is a limiting
factor on distance traveled. The U.S. Department of the Interior
(1965:6) looks at time available for recreation and states that
..... (o)ver half of the people with a favorite activity reported that
lack of available time was the greatest factor in limiting their
participation during the summer, fall, and spring, and nearly half
said their favorite winter activity was also restricted by time."
Thompson (1967:528) states that "(u)nquestionably the demand for
recreational facilities will increase as an expanding population
enjoys more leisure time while becoming more affluent and more mobile".

Income is one of the key factors in determining the travel behavior
recreationists. This factor has a direct effect on the resources avail
able to cover the monetary cost of travel and, the time available for
such travel. "There is a steady increase in the percent taking recrea
tional trips from the lowest income group to the highest income category .•.
(A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Participation
Patterns, 1975:15)." Education and occupation are two other factors
that are related to income and have been shown to influence travel
behavior. The Regional Study of Recreation Travel Behavior and Parti
cipation Patterns (1975:17) states "(t)he level of educational attain
ment of the male in the household is strongly related to the decision
to travel ..• Eighty percent of the college and higher educated groups
travel while only 32 percent of ~rammar and 57 percent of high school
graduates take recreational trips." "(T)he data on occupation of the
head of the household indicates that white collar workers (professional,
clerical and sales) travel more and take more trips per year as compared
to those in blue collar occupations". Stoevener and Guedry (1968:68)
discuss the high correlation between income, education and occupation.

Mueller and Gurin (1962:58) state that "(a)n analysis of leisure
time patterns by socioeconomic characteristics show rising participation
rates with increases in education and income for outdoor recreation and
most other leisure time activities as will." They (Stoevener and Guedry,
1968:48) also conclude that "Cc)ollege educated people, business men
and professional people are more likely to engage in outdoor recreation
away from home." "It has been demonstrated that the probability of a
person becoming a camper increase with income, education and professional
status (Thompson, 1967:541)." Studies done by Shafer, Fine and Werner,
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and King (Glascock and Born, 1971:9-10) "implied that camping·
participants tended to have average incomes". Hecock (1977 :282)
points out that people who canoe are likely to be professionals,
educated, and from higher income groups.

The Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Partici
pation Patterns (1975: 7) concluded that" (a)ll income groups will
probably be forced to make adjustments in established recreation
patterns in response to the energy - inflation unemployment situation.
The lower middle income, the elderly, and others on fixed incomes
who previously traveled are the groups whose recreation patterns
may be drastically changed by the energy - inflation problems".

These social class differences reflect more than mere income
differences. There is also a difference in life-styles and interest
patterns. Mueller and Gurin (1962:10) think it is interesting " ••• that
driving, hiking, picnicking, and nature and bird walks, which entail
minimal expense and time, increase in frequency with income, whereas
hunting, which is likely to involve more expense, equipment, and time
is not income related". They (Mueller and Gurin. 1962:69) go on to say
that " ••• (o)ver the past two decades the middle and upper income classes
have been leaders in the trend toward a new life style, characterized
by informal living. Outdoor recreation is part of this new life style".

Lovelace recalls that the automobile was originally developed for
recreational purposes, and only later did it acquire other uses (O'Rourke,
1974:141). Driving for pleasure is still a major recreational activity.
Wall (1972) concludes that the Car is not only the main source of
transportation to a recreation facility but that after the destination
is reached it also tends to be the main focal point. As might be expected
the family vehicle is the dominant mode of transportation on both long
and short-duration trips. According to the U.S. Department of the
Interior (1965) 85 percent of all vacations away from home were taken
by automobile, 91 percent of the overnight recreational trips, and 89
percent of the outings. "The car may be viewed as a catalyst of growth
in outdoor recreation in that it has diminished the friction of distance
between home and the recreation site, and has thereby encouraged parti
cipation in outdoor activities of all types (Wall, 1972 :259)."

"Rogers concluded that the car not only stimulates recreational
demand, but that its use varies with income: 'Low income car owners
use their vehicles less frequently and over lower mileage recreation
ally: among them acquisition of a car depresses holiday taking, though
the car is used most strongly at this income level as a family vehicle'
(O'Rourke, 1974:147)." "Existing studies indicate the important recrea
tional role of the car and all trends show that the recreation pattern
of the future will be dominated by car-owners, even if their chosen
activities do not always involve the use of a car (Wall, 1973:117)."
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O'Rourke (1974:148) discusses the work done by Masser, Mansfield,
Whitsum, and Vickermann on the level of car ownership and recrea
tional travel and he concludes that "(s) ince it has been adequately
established that car ownership does influence recreational travel,
the need now is for a more thorough investigation as to whether
this influence is primarily related to affluence or whether perception,
motivation, or other factors are involved".

The literature verifies the importance of family life-cycle
in the recreational experience. Wall (1973) discusses the importance
of family life-cycle in his study of car owners. He also concludes
that pleasure trips tend to be family activities (Wall, 1972:54).
Stoevener and Guedry (1968:70) state that part of the increase in
demand for outdoor recreation is due to its suitability for family
groups. Sessoms' analysis of the British National Recreational Survey
points out the influence of family life cycles in recreational patterns
(O'Rourke, 1974:147). He states "• •• only 3 percent of the car-owning,
trip-taking sample were alone: 33 percent consisted of husband and
wife together; 17 percent were composed of husband and wife with
other adults; and 45 percent were family groups of parents and
children... "

Recreational activities are often family activities and especially
outdoor recreational activities. According to the Mueller and Gurin
(1962:25) survey the whole family of over 60 percent of the respondents
enjoyed the same activities and two or more activities were engaged
in by all or most members of the family. Being married or having
children does not keep people from enjoying outdoor recreational
activities and in many cases increases the probability of participation.
A study done by Shafer (1974:114) on campers in northeastern New York
State, states that over 90 percent of the respondents were single
families or groups of families. Mueller and Gurin (1962:65) also point
out that married couples with children are the most frequent campers
among vacationers.

Children's age is another characteristic that should be considered.
According to a survey done by the U.S. Department of the Interior (1965:
10) "(m)arried couples with children less than 6 years old were the
most active outing participants: 67 percent of this group took
outings". The same study reports that married people with children
less than 6 years old went on fewer overnight recreation trips and
vacations away from home than those whose youngest child was from
6 to 11 years old. Stoevener and Guedry (1968:1970) state "(t)he age
of the youngest child may act as a constraint on the activities of the
family in much the same way as the physical limitations resulting from
aging have been hypothesized to do". Shafer's (1974:147) study on
campers points out that two-thirds of the families interviewed had
children under 12 years of age and one-third to one-half of the families
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had children between 12 and 18 years old. Masser (O'Rourke, 1974:
147) took into consideration children's ages in selecting households
for his Birmingham study because he felt that the parents' leisure
habits reflect in many ways their children's ages.

"Rogers notes the emergence of three phases in the life cycle
which affects 'recreational idiosyncracies'. Constraints are fewest
for the young adult who has a combination of physical capacity,
disposable time, and an unencumbered income. In the family phase,
when time and income are more heavily committed, recreation becomes
informal, and the car becomes crucial. But, with increasing age,
a phase of excess leisure and recreational passivity develops (O'Rourke,
1974 :147) • II " .. (I) t does appear that some of the differences in outdoor
recreational activity which exist now between younger and older people
reflect differences in experience (hence interest) and acquired skill
rather than in energy or physical ability to participate. As the
generation which is young now grows older, it may well engage in outdoor
recreation to a greater extent than the older age groups do now (ORRRC,
1962:24)." The ORRRC study states that the older people in our popu
lation also tend to have lower incomes and less education. Stoevener
and Guedry (1968:70) suggest that the stage of life cycle reflects age,
marital status, and children's age.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics discussed this far. An
attempt has been made to list the various groups of characteristics
in the order of their relative importance. The variables within each
group have also been listed in the order of their apparent significance.
Each of these characteristics have been shown to influence recreational
travel behaVior. Most are factors that are being, and should be, con
sidered in the decision making process, although at this point their
relative importance is not clearly understood.
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III. TECHNIQUES FOR MODELING RECREATIONAL BEHAVIOR

This section examines various techniques for modeling recreational
behaVior. Such techniques may often provide a valuable tool in the
decision making process. "The purpose of a model or a simulation
is to replicate some reality in mathematical form so that it can be
studied under controlled conditions. The mathematical form, normally
an equation or a set of equations, is considerably less complex than
the real-world phenomenon it represents, thereby presenting an oppor
tunity for intensive examination of the behavior of the model (The
Ontario Research Council on Leisure, 1977:73)." Most models require
information on at least some of the characteristics mentioned in the
first part of this appendix. "The limitation in modeling is that the
full spectrum of influences on a real situation can rarely be represented
in the model. While this drawback especially applies to recreation,
because of the importance of discretionary choice, individual perceptions
and preferences in recreational behavior, modeling has still proven
useful in research and planning (The Ontario Research Council on Leisure,
1977: 73) ."

The gravity model has been one of the most popular and frequently
used techniques in the study of recreational behavior. These models
borrow concepts from the physical sciences. The necessary computations
are relatively simple and the results often have proven adequate for
planning purposes. Gravity models have several variations, but they
basically relate recreational travel to population, attractiveness of
the recreational area, and distance/time. The standard formula for
the gravity model is •••

Pi Aj
G -=--"-----,-b

TD ..
lJ

where I is the number of trips between origin i and destination j;
G is the gravitational constant; Pi is the population of origin i;
Aj is the attraction index of destination i; Tnii is the minimum
tlme/distance on route; b is a mathematically determined exponent.

Techniques such as the gravity model can be applied to a wide
range of problems. '~ost recreation uses of the gravity model have
been••• concerned with highway traffic flows to recreation destinations
(The Ontario Research Council on Leisure, 1977:80)." "The model
has been varied depending upon the problem under investigation and
such variables as attractiveness of the recreation area (Van Doren,
1967), park capacity (Thompson, 1967), automobile ownership (Unger,
1967) and others (Carrothers, 1965; Lukermann and Porter, 1960;
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Olsson, 1965; Clawson, 1968; Gordon and Edwards, 1973) have been
used, while distance has on occasion been measured in time rather
than kilometers (Crevo, 1963)" according to O'Rourke (1974:150).
Acar (1973: 7) considers the variables income, age, .education,
family, urbanization and travel time in what is termed an "efficient
'gravity' model". The computer generated model was based on the
following assumptions: (1) no one travels beyond a certain travel
zone, (2) the population is homogeneous, (3) the supply of recreation
is homogenous and, (4) the resistance to travel to a particular
recreation unit is inversely proportional to its distance from an
urban center. They comment on the works of Cheung, Cesario, Ross,
Ellis, and Ker and point out that they" ••• take into account the
effects of alternative facilities and/or attractivity of facilities
on park visitation (Acar, 1973:6)".

SChulman and Grecco (1964) developed a gravity model based on
observed data. To determine the total trips that would be attracted
to a proposed recreational area they used a multiple regression model.
The analysis was performed by a computer. The results from the multiple
regression model were then fitted to the gravity model to examine the
system of parks under consideration. The number of dwelling units in
the county were used as a measure of recreational travel. Capacity,
and the population within sixty miles of the park were other signifi
cant considerations. "It has been a recent practice to replace
distance with travel time; however, in this study replacement was not
deemed necessary (Schulman and Grecco, 1964:136)."

Freund and Wilson (1974) also used regression methods to implement
a gravity model. They conclude that it is possible to use such techniques
to estimate state-wide recreation travel. Such variables as attractiveness
of destination, nearness to urban area, socio-economic characteristics of
origin region (with emphasis on income), distance or travel time, and
regional location were considered. They (Fruend and Wilson, 1974:244) state
that "(d)istance is a proxy for the time, effort, and cost involved in
travel among regions".

"Thompson (1967) demonstrated the use of the (gravity) model in
examining the flow of campers to parks in Ontario. He found that the
attractiveness of a park is related to its situation. He also found
that park size, and attractiveness were related; that the variables
distance, population and capacity were significant in that order; that
the volume of camper traffic generated appeared to vary with the size
of city; and concluded that the gravity model had potential for the
analysis of recreational travel patterns (O'Rourke, 1974:151)." Ellis
and Van Doren (1966:60) discussing their gravity model, stated that
"(i)t is assumed that campers would be attracted to a Michigan State
Park according to its physical attributes, the number and quality of
facilities available, and the recreational activities that can be
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undertaken". They include an attraction index, time/distance measure
ment, origin characteristics and cost of travel in their model. The
Ontario Research Council on Leisure (1977) discuss the importance of
capacity, quality of site, and facilities available in representing
attraction in the gravity model.

"The gravity model has been used successfully in the analysis
of recreational travel patterns. It suffers however because of an
assumed applicability throughout an entire system (Thompson, 1967:
35)." In discussing the shortcomings of the gravity model Van Lier
(1977:3) states that "(b)oth statistically and conceptually it is
impossible to separate the influence of origin, destination, and
linkage on visit rates (or numbers) of outdoor recreational facilities".
Thompson (1967:532) states that there are many problems associated
with its use. These consist of: (1) human behavior involves more
complex sets of forces than argument by analogy to a physical law will
bring to light; (2) assigning an exponent of unity to population;
(3) measuring the attractiveness of a recreational area; and (4) how
well does distance measure the friction effect. The Ontario Research
Council on Leisure (1977:78) states that "(t)he gravity model formula
not only models the complete interaction, but also remains the same
regardless of the structure of the particular system, or even the
nature of the phenomenon itself. This feature of the model is at
once a strength in that the model can be used for everything, but
is also a weakness, in that interaction is not invariant with structure
and the nature of the phenomenon."

"The gravity model, in seeking to explain the movement of people in
spatially extensive areas, emphasizes distance and population size.
Most research has sought to identify ranges of values for the distance
exponent in the model. Bearing this in mind and considering the
dissatisfaction expressed by other researchers, the gravity model seems
destined to a lingering, but inevitable, demise in recreational studies
(O'Rourke, 1974:152)."

Freund and Wilson (1974) in implementing an 'improved' gravity
model to explain recreational travel and participation in Texas,
found that 'a major task was to make physically observed measurements
serve as proxies for parameters specified by the gravity model. In
addition, they found it necessary to choose a reasonable set of mean
ingful predictor values'. Freund and Wilson (1974:241) concluded that
it " ••• appeared to be of adequate quality to be used for policy and
planning purposes, particularly when used in conjunction with other
estimates". Van Lier (1977) states that most models are developed for
a specific site and are not necessarily applicable to other sites. He
develops a gravity model to overcome this limitation.

The inertia model is also a variation of the gravity model. As
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pointed out by The Ontario Research Council on Leisure (1977) and
Van Lier (1977), the model was developed by Wolf to compensate for
the tendency of some gravity models to overestimate the number of
short trips and to undereatimate longer ones. The form is:

(log Dij 1m)
Dij n

in which the same variables (population P, capacity C, and distance
D) are used but the distance function itself (or the description of
the reaction of recreationist on distance) is transformed. Whether
this type is more adequate to simulate reality still is to be proved
for different forms of outdoor recreation (Van Lier, 1977: 5)." This
new approach uses a different recreation-to-distance-function based
on the inertia of starting up and the inertia of movement. The starting
up inertia is caused by the fact that some people may not want to make
a trip of any length. The inertia of movement is caused by the fact
that some people who indulge in lengthy trips, a still smaller minority
finds travel itself so stimulating that the farther they go, the farther
they want to go. Beaman (1974) analyzing research related to the inertia
model suggested by Wolf, looks at five gravity functions. He concludes
that there are cases in which (a) each new mile to be traveled offers
more resistance than the last; (b) each new mile to be traveled offers
less resistance than the last; and (c) each new mile to be traveled
has a constant resistance. "The most important concept presented is
that if an inertia model of travel behavior of the type Wolf describes
is accepted, the decision to visit a given location must involve a
reaction to distance in marginal rather than absolute terms (Beaman,
1974:220)." He (Beaman, 1974) believes that sightseeing and vacation
travel may be heavily weighted toward decisions based on marginal
utility considerations, but that most travel decisions involve both
a marginal and an absolute component.

The systems model starts from a theoretical construct borrowed
from the electrical engineering literature. This construct is then
adapted to the recreation field by analogy. When looking at a systems
model " ••• one can think of an electrical analog, where the origins
act like current sources. The current (flow of campers) 'sees' various
paths of differing resistance and distributes itself across the network
in a minimum-energy fashion, eventually returning to the 'ground' via
the park components. The flow at each park is thus determined by the
relative resistance of all parks, all links. and the relative strenghths
of all origin sources (Ellis and Van Doren, 1966:60)". The Ontario
Research Council on Leisure (1977:85) states that "(t)he system theory
model is a mathematical model whose primary use is the prediction of
attendance at a number of recreation sites or activity consumption
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levels at various locations distributed over space. The model can
be used to predict the traffic loadings on various transportation
links such as highways to and from parks, as well". "These models
require empirical studies to be refined and calibrated to some
actual situation. They may however, still be formulated completely
on a hypothetical basis (The Ontario Research Council on Leisure,
1977:75). "

The systems model offers more flexibility than some of the other
models, but it is more difficult to construct and generally requires
a computer. "The main benefits of the model over less complex models
are its ability to retain relative accuracy when the study area becomes
large, diverse in the resource type offered, or irregular in shape.
It also has the ability to be formulated by the computer and solved
for destination route flows in a single run (The Ontario Research
Council on Leisure, 1977:85)."

The Ontario Research Council on Leisure (1977) considered capacity,
relative attractivity, and time (resistance to travel) as input variables
for the systems model. Their attractivity variable was derived from the
sites physical attributes, improvements, relative cost to user, and
desired activities available. "The construction of the model requires
data to be available for some current year or recent past year on
destination attendance, site characteristics, transportation link
characteristics and origin area characteristics. Preferably, the
origins of users of the recreation destination will also be available
(The Ontario Research Council on Leisure, 1977: 87). "

Ellis and Van Doren (1966) compare a systems model and a gravity
model. They concluded that the systems model offered more fleXibility
and more clarification of demand. 'Wolf states that such a systems
model would need to include an age index of socioeconomic cultural
group, an education index, an occupation index, an income index and
an attractivity measure based on perception.' Commenting on Ellis
and Van Doren's study Beaman, Knetsch, and Cheung (1974:i) state that
"(a)n important result of (their) article was the consideration of one
model as better than another based on some criteria for measuring
average error. This paper cast doubts on the Ellis-Van Doren findings
by showing that if Van Doren's model had been parametrized efficiently
and thus been as good as it actually could have been compared to Ellis'
systems model probably would have shown both models to be equally good."
I would agree with the statement by Ellis and Van Doren (1966:69)
"(i)t would thus seem that the system theory model opens the door to
a new and potentially useful area of research. It in no way obsoletes
the gravity model, in our opinion, for modeling small simple systems,
or for use by personnel with access only to smaller sizes of computers."

Another technique for modeling which requires considerable computer
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time is regression analysis. "It should be remembered that regression
equations cannot prove a causal relationship, but merely signify that
some statistical relationship exists. This idea does not, however,
diminish the utility to be derived from applying regression techniques,
though like other statistical methods, the strength of interpretation
depends on the validity of the hypotheses on which the models were
based. In recreation research, regression equations are assuming
increasing popularity in model development, and this trend is likely
to continue (0 'Rourke, 1974 :153)." " ... (M)odels, such as those based
on regression techniques, exist only when empirical data are analyzed
by the appropriate techniques. These models are normally structured
by applying theoretical considerations in selecting variables, but
they cannot be formulated at more than the most general hypothetical
level without data to be manipulated (The Ontario Research Council
on Leisure, 1977: 74)." Such models work well only when adequate
data are available.

Shaffer and Thompson (1968) used regression techniques in
developing their mathematical model. They were concerned with the
significance of site variables in determining campground use. They
considered quality of site, capacity, nearness to potential user, and
nearness to urban area among other variables. It was found that
capacity and regional location were the most important factors in
determining average total visitor-days at anyone campground. 'Chung
using regression techniques considered such variables as population
size, accessibility, alternative recreation opportunities, and park
attractiveness in determining recreational travel behavior (O'Rourke,
1974:153)'. Gibson and Reeves (1972) use miltiple regression techniques
to model attendance at campgrounds on the Arizona Strip. They utilized
population of the state of origin, affluence of the state of origin
(state per capita income), and the state's distance from the strip.
This model, utilizing the three independent variables, has general
applicability to campers and campgrounds throughout the country.
"Campers as a group behave in a spatially rational manner, and the
operation of the explainer variables employed in this model should
have some relevance to several questions of policy with regard to
establishing and maintaining camping facilities on federal lands
(Gibson and Reeves, 1972: 30). "

Johnson and Pankey (1968) develop a recreation-use prediction
model through the use of regression equations. They considered such
independent variables as socioeconomic characteristics, reservoir
characteristics, distance, and time. The socioeconomic characteristics
included age, education, income, property value, type of employment,
urban-rural classification, number of automobiles/housing unit, and
nativity. Reservoir characteristics included size (land area and
water area), capital investment in recreational facilities, number
of camp sites, number of boat-launching ramps, number of picnic
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tables, number of flush toilets, number of pit toilets, and distance
to the nearest inn or store. When quantifying distance they used
road-miles. They also took seasonal variations into consideration.
In addition they examined population density in each county and the
availability of alternative recreation areas of the same general
nature. They conclude that distance is probably the most important
variable, after population, in predicting total use. They state that
" .•• although we report models with socioeconomic variables, we stress
alternative models which appear to have almost equally good explanatory
power and which include more easily quantified variables (Johnston and
Pankey, 1968:28)". They also conclude that it is unclear whether
higher attendance leads to increased development or increased development
attracts more users. Matthias and Grecco (1969) developed a prediction
model by using nonlinear regression analysis. They looked at such variables
as road distance, county population, and the influence of other similar
facilities. Two regression curves were developed, one was used for
counties that were closer to the park under consideration than any other
and the other for when another park was closer. Together the two equations
constituted the prediction model. "The method is able to predict future
attendance with reasonable accuracy••• Previously developed models re
quired many socioeconomic and park characteristics variables which are
difficult to measure and evaluate and extremely difficult to project.
The model developed is probably a. accurate and is much simpler to use.
The model is adequate for advanced planning purposes and can be used
to predict reservoir attendance and traffic volume estimates (Matthais
and Grecco, 1969:68)." In a study of recreational boating in Ohio
Lentnek, Van Doren and Trail (1969) developed a similar model in the
form of:

f =

where:

f =
e =
a &
d =

-bdae

the rate of participation per million inhabitants,
the natural base of the 10garithNs,
b = parameters of functions, and
time-distance measured in units of time zones.

'~othing has been stated concerning the social, economic, demographic,
or perceptual characteristics of the boating groups nor has any detailed
evaluation been made of the boating activity opportunities and resources
at the various lakes. The goal is a conceptualization of an analytical
system, based on empirical evidence in one region which aids in under
standing recreational behavior. The utility of such a system depends
upon similar investigations in other regions which test the model.
Hopefully, continued research will prvvide a basis for rationally
planned recreational facilities (Lentnek, Van Doren and Trail, 1969:
121)."
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"The intervening opportunities IIIOdel assumes that the traffic
generated between a population area and a recreation area is directly
related to the number of opportunities in the recreational area, and
is inversely related to the number of opportunities closer (in travel
time) to the population area than the recreation area (Thompson, 1967:
527)." "Ststed mathematically, the model is expressed as follows:

V • V (-LV _ -L(V+Vj »ij i e e

where Vij • trips originating in zOne i and terminating in zone j

Vi • trip origins in zone i

V • number of possible destinations lying closer (travel time)
to zone j

Vj • number of possible destinations in zone j

L = empirically derived factor varying with trip type

e • base of natural logarithms

(Thompson, 1967:534)."
importance of regional
which allude to such a

He points out that this model stresses the
location and mentions a number of studies
model.

Linear programming is another computer-intensive modeling
technique. "A linear prograDDlling model is one that is constructed
with a number of algebraic relstionships between quantities, normally
having a certain number of constraining values, either a maximum or
minimum value (The Ontario Research Council on Leisure, 1977:81)."
The model is very sensitive to changes in the input values and when
used in recreation the results must be interpreted with considerable
care. The model can handle a large number of variables and several
package routines are available which require various amounts of computer
power. They discuss recreational studies that have been done using·
such programming and conclude that 'some recreation researchers and
planners tend to be disturbed by its normative qualities and suspect
that it is still questionable to require a specific linear function
to be maximized or minimized in a field so responsive to qualitative
factors (The Ontario Research Council on Leisure, 1977:81)'.

Greig (1977:ii) " ••• describes a new method of forecasting the
change in numbers of visitors (and their origins) after a specific
change in the recreational quality of a forest or any other rural
area". He uses nonlinear programming techniques and concludes that
quality of site characteristics and relative cost (including travel
cost) are the main factors influencing a recreationalist' s choice
of a particular site.

A classification used by The Ontario Research Council on
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Leisure (1977) is a comprehensive simulation model. These models
require a substantial input and considerable computer time. "The
purpose of a comprehensive simulation model of a recreation system
is normally to go beyond the bounds of a simple origin-destination
problem involving one activity or a set of activities (The Ontario
Research Council on Leisure, 1977:89)." In one model discussed,
they assume that recreation participation is based on availability
of leisure and preferred activities. These characteristics are
influenced by age, income, and family structure. They conclude that
these models " ••• have had application only in the sense of guiding
and contributing to research (The Ontario Research Council of
Leisure, 1977:91)".

Table 2 provides a summary of the models discussed and the major
variables used. Such techniques can provide a useful tool in the
decision making process. It can be concluded that the appropriate
technique depends on the particular situation under investigation.
The data available, the accessibility of computer facilities, the
expertise of the person analyzing the data, and the cost and time
involved are also important considerations. The gravity model
has been one of the most popular and frequently used in the analysis
of recreational travel behavior.
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IV. CONCLUSION:

The state of the art is such that the phenomenon of recreational
travel behavior cannot be fully explained but certain independent
variables can be and are being modeled in such a way as to provide
a valuable tool in the decision making process. The variables dis
cussed, though not quantified precisely, are an important element
in this process. As expected the variables that are easier to
quantify are the ones that have been used more frequently in
modeling. Variables which deal with perception are difficult
to quantify. Both tables show the importance of journey distance!
time, facilities available for desired activities, and income.
All of these variables are relatively easy to quantify.

There are various techniques available which adequately model
recreational travel behavior. Models work best on a specific
site where a homogeneous population is considered. The best model
is the one that fits the data at hand. Facilities available, cost
and time are also important considerations when considering the
appropriate model.
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O'Rourke(l974). U.S.Dept. of tbe Interior(1965) .Wall(1973)

Bacock(1977). O'Rourke(1974)

Bacock(1977)

Mueller & Gurin(1962), O'Rourke(1974).Shafer(1974).ThompBon
(1967).D.S.Dept. of the Interior(1965), VanDoren & Trail(1974)

Cicchetti. Seneca & Davidson(1966).Freund &Wilson(1974).
Becock &Rooney{1974),KcNeeIY and BadRer(1967).Mueller &
Curin(1962).O'Rourke(1974),Tledemann &MilBteln(1966)

Fruend &Wilaon(1974), O'Rourke(1974),Shafer(1974).Tho~son(1974).

U.S.Dept.of the Interior(196S), Van Lier(1977)

Becock(l977),Lentnek,VanDoren & Trail{l974).Hueller & Gurln(1962)

O'Rourke(1974) •Shafer & ThoIDpBon(1968) .ThOUlpson(1967) ,D.S.
Dept.of the Interlor(196S)
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A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior Bnd Parti
cipation Patterns(197S).Mueller & Guedry(1962),O'Rourke(1974),
Thompson(1967).U.S.Dept. of the Interlor{196S)

A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Parti
cipation Patterna(1975). Glascock & Born(197l), Hecock(1977),
Mueller & Gurin(1962), 0' RourkeU974), ORRRC(19b2) ,Stoevener
&Guedry(1968),ThompBon(1967)

A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Parti
cipation PatternB(l97S), Glascock & Born(l971). Hecock(1977),
Mueller & Gurin(1962), ORRRC(1962).Stoevener & Guedry(1968).
Tho!IIpson(196 7)

A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Parti
cipation PatternB(197S) ,Glascock & Born(1971). Hecock(1977),
Mueller &Gurin(l962). Stoevener & Guedry(1968).TholDpson(1967)

A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior Bnd Parti
cipation Patterns(1975),O'Rourke(1974),U.S.Dept. of the Interior
(1965) .Wall(1972) .Wall(l973)
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A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Part i
dpBtion Patterna(l975) ,Kuel1er & Gurin(l962). O'Rourke(1974),
Shafer(1974). Stoevener & Guedry (1968) , Wall(1972)

of O'Rourke(1974) ,Shafer(1974) ,Stoevener & Guedry(1968), U.S.Dept.
cycle of the Interior(1965)

O'lourb(lY74) ,ORRRC(lY62) .Stoevener & Guedry{l968)

Recock(1977) .Recock & Rooney(1974) ,Mueller & GurIn(1962). U.S.
n.pt. of the InterIor(196S)

rural

urban

dty atl:a

8

s

8

A IegionBl Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Parti
cipation PatternB(1915),Hueller &Gurin(1962). Stoevener &
Guedry(1968)

A Regional Study of Recreational Travel Behavior and Parti
cipation PatternB(1915),Freund & WiIBon(1974), Hecock(1911).
Lentnek. Van Doren, &Trall(1974),Hueller and Gurin(1962).
StoeveneT &Guedry(l~68)

Freund &Wilaon(1974).HauBer{1962).Thompson(1961)
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Appendix 2

AN APPLICATION OF RECSAD II TO A REGIONAL
RECREATION DEMAND AND SUPPLY SYSTEM*

The changes which occur in the individual supply/demand rela
tionship of each recreation site and population center combine to
create shifts in that relationship for the overall recreation
system. The recreation system pictured in Figure 1 and 2 is the
recreation system for weekend camping trips in the State of
Oklahoma •

RECSAD II Input

The three hundred forty-four population centers within the
system are the centers of the 1970 Census County Divisions. Recog
nizing that competition for capacity can be expected from population
centers outside of Oklahoma, the counties surrounding Oklahoma are
included in the system, along with their accompanying recreation
sites. This ''boundary problem" is thereby compensated for to
insure a more realistic view of travel patterns.

The III recreation sites within the system are identified as
areas supplying the support facilities for weekend overnight camping
opportunities. Because of the difficulty in defining boundaries
of camping areas, identified campsites, as opposed to acres of land
for camping, are used to determine capacity.

This information, on identified camp sites, both for tents
and recreation vehicles, was obtained from the 1977 Oklahoma SCORP
facility inventory, and Woodall's directory of camping.

Table 1 is an example of the input required by the RECSAD II
program. An explanation of these input conditions follows.

TABLE 1

INPUT CONDITIONS
NUMBER OF POPULATION POINTS
NUMBER OF POPULATION POINTS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF RECREATIONS SITES
NUMBER OF RECREATIONS SITES OF INTEREST

= 469
= 344
= 158
-Ill

* This was done as a part of Miles Logsden's M.S. Thesis.
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Figure 2. Capacity for Weekend Camping Trips in Oklahoma.



SCALE (KM OR MILES PER INCH)
PARTICIPATION RATE (PER 100,000)
CAPACITY PER UNIT FACILITY
PERCENT WILLING TO TRAVEL MEDIAN DIST

• 28.000
• 1200.
• 4.0000
• 0.10

NPOP: Number of population centers. In this system, 344 are utilized.

NREC: Number of recreation sites to be analyzed. In this system,
~are identified.

SCALE: Scale of source map in miles (or kilometers) per inch.

PARATE: The proportion of the population participating in the type
of recreation activity under consideration; such an input may be
obtained from local empirical studies or from regional or national
averages such as those provided by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
or by various state recreation plans. In this discussion, a par
ticipation rate of 1.2 percent (1200 per 100,000) has been used.

CAPFAC: Daily facility capacity for each unit in the recreation
site. Thus, a picnic table may have a maximum daily capacity of
12 picnic occasions, an acre of water - 1/2 a boating occasion,
a front foot of beach - 1 swimming occasion, and so on. Such
figures may be adjusted to conform to preferred local standards,
or to local environmental carrying capacities. In this example,
it is assumed that a campsite can accomodate 4 people.

Percent Willing to Travel Median Distance: as explained before,
this is the percent of the population of each individual population
center willing to travel the median distance to all recreation sites
within the system. It is this value which will be varied to simulate
changes in travel behavior.
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Examples

A combination of factors influences the degree to which any
recreation site is used. The factors of park capacity and park
location act as key determinates in this evaluation.

To better illustrate the effects of the median distance decay
curve and to assist in explaining the output of the RECSAD II program,
four examples of park capacity and demand will be offered. These
examples will illustrate the effects of decreased Willingness to
travel on individual recreation sites and population centers.
The four examples include:

1. A large population center with good access to recreation
areas;

2. A large population center remotely located from recreation
Sites;

3. A large recreation site near a large population center; and

4. A large recreation site remotely located from population
centers.

The output of RECSAD II, using the median distance decay approach,
is divided between reporting on the efficiency of recreation sites
and evaluating the satisfaction at population centers. The terms
used in the program will be explained along with a discussion of the
example circumstances. The drawing power of each recreation site is
assumed equal, governed only by its relative capacity. The explana
tion of these input conditions is found in the original documentation
of the RECSAD program.

1. A large population center (Oklahoma City)

As the percent of the population willing to travel the median
distance increases, the number of users finding an adequate recreational
opportunity would also be expected to increase. Effective capacity
is calculated by dividing the total capacity of a recreation site
among the population centers which have userS assigned to that site
in proportion to the respective number of users from each population
center. Table 2 shows the increases in effective capacity and, hence,
fulfilled demand for the large population center of Oklahoma City, as
Willingness to travel increases. This population center is located
near the center of the system with a median distance of 114 miles to
all recreation sites within that system. Again, Figure 1 and 2
illustrates the distribution of population centers and recreation
sites within thiS system.
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TABLE 2

% Willing Occasions Effective Capacity/Demand Latent Median
To Travel Of Demand Capacity Ratio Demand Distance

10 4643 3712 .80 930 114

9(} 4643 4170 .90 473 114

Referring to Table 2 the demand from this center remains the
same, as expected. The effective capacity, or the amount of recrea
tion units used by this center increases. This would also be ex
pected, because a larger percent of the population is willing to
go farther and therefore occupy sites that before went unused.

The capacity/demand ratio indicates the relationship between
the capacity available to the center and the demand from that
center. A ratio above 1.0 indicates a surplus, while a value below
1.0 indicates a deficiency in supply. A 1.0 to 1.0 relationship
is ideal.

Latent demand is a measure of unfulfilled demand occasions.
It is a function of the distance from the population center to its
recreation sites, and the demand of competing population centers
for existing capacity. In this example, the amount of latent
demand decreases as more people are willing to go farther.

2. A large remote population center (Guymon)

Located in the extreme western part of this recreation system,
Guymon, a large population center for this area, has a longer median
distance from recreation sites. Table 3 indicates the satisfaction
of this population center as the willingness to travel increases.

TABLE 3

% Willing
To Travel

10

90

Occasions
Of Demand

134

134

Effective
CapacitY

107

102

Capacity/Demand
Ratio

.80

.77

78

Latent
Demand

27

31

Median
Distance

297

297



In this circumstance, an increase in the willingness to
travel had very little impact on latent demand or effective
capacity. A higher willingness to travel caused greater competition
from distant population centers at all recreation sites, resulting
in slightly fewer opportunities being available to participants
from this population center.

Again, the capacity/demand ratio indicates a deficiency of
supply under both travel assumptions.

3. A large recreation site, near a large population center
(Little River State Park and Oklahoma City)

The measures used in quantifying the efficiency of recreation
sites are quite simple. The capacity, as described before, is a

-fixed amount, depending upon the standard used to convert the sites'
physical facilities into units of demand which they are capable of
serving. The users are the number of demand occasions which would
be willing to travel to this recreation site, given the selected
willingness to travel. A capacity/use ratio is used to illustrate
the crowding condition. A value above 1.0 would indicate a surplus
of capacity, while a value below 1.0 would indicate overcrowded
conditions.

As expected, the figures in Table 4 indicate that as the
willingness to travel increases, the crowded conditions at this nearby
recreation site decrease.

TABLE 4

Percent Willing
To Travel

10

90

Capacity

860

860

Users

1310

812

Capacity/Use
Ratio

.66

1.06

4. A large remote recreation site
(Boiling Springs State Park)

In this example the recreation site is remotely located from
large population centers. As the percent willing to travel the
median distance increases, the underused remote site becomes
accessible to more users, and it experiences overcrowded conditions.
The figures in Table 5 indicate this change.
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Percent Willing
To Travel

10

90

TABLE 5

Capacity

464

464

Users

410

507

Capacity/Use
Ratio

1.13

.92

Existing empirical use figures for overnight camping at 20
recreation sites were found to correlate best with the assumption
that 25% were willing to travel the median distance.

Referring again to figures 1 and 2 the relative supply/demand
relationship for the camping recreation system can be seen. Focusing
the attention on the adequacY of the recreation sites, figure 3
illustrates the capacity USe ratio of all recreation sites at 25%
willingness to travel level.

Table 6 summarizes the situation for Oklahoma and the surround
ing states.

TABLE 6

Parks in:
Oklahoma Out of State Total

Users from Oklahoma

Out of State

26904

3786

3786

13577

30748

52228

The cumulative travel distance for all users are shown in
Table 7. Note, the average (median) travel distance is 100 miles.
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TABLE 7

CUMULATIVE TRAVEL DISTANCE

Distance Trips Percent

25-49 77283 93.5

50-74 68670 83.0

75-99 54869 66.4

100-125 41512 50.2

125-149 30099 36.4

150-174 22705 27.5

175-199 15199 18.4

200-224 9811 11.9

225-249 5817 7.0

250-274 3985 4.8

275-299 2692 3.3

300-324 1293 2.2

The RECSAD model indicates that at the present willingness to
travel, a majority of the recreation sites are overused. Underused
sites, however, are clustered among overused sites. The large
underused site near the panhandle, the Fort Supply Recreation Area,
dominates the systems with a supply that is nearly twice that of
any other site. When relying on reported data, consistency must
be maintained, requiring the inclusion of this suspect capacity
figure.

As expected most recreation sites in eastern Oklahoma are
overused to some degree, while in western Oklahoma underused areaS
are more common. Since use is based on the willingness to travel
the median distance, and the more remote population centers of
western Oklahoma have a longer median distance, residents in the
west are willing to travel to the more numerous sites in the eastern
half of the state.
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APPENDIX 3

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
IN RECREATIONAL PLANNING*

In the United States, many state and local agencies are
actively involved in the planning and development of recreation
system and facilities. A growing body of research has been under
taken to cater to the needs of planning bodies. An important
feature of this research, is that it often involves an enormous
quantity of information. Most planning exercises involve problems
of allocating sets of conflicting activities among resources that
are limited in both the spatial and temporal dimension. A common
problem is one of deciding on the most efficient location of a
recreation area for serving the needs of a scattered population
with the constraint of a limited budget and limited areas available
for the facility. Another problem is one of making predictions
about the magnitude of use at one or several proposed facilities.
Other kinds of problems involve the provision of substitute recrea
tion activities when those that are most desired cannot be made
available. All of these may require large data sets and many
variables. To cope with both the problems of large data files
and the computational complexities of some of the analytical models
used a number of computer programs have been developed. Computer
technology has also been applied to aid in the retrieval anrl
storing of data.

The studies that are listed in this annotated bibliography
are examples of those that either explicitly or implicitly make
reference to the application of computers to recreation planning
situations. The references have been classified into six categories:

(1) Prediction of Use at Individual Parks
(2) Prediction of Use at a Series of Recreational Areas
(3) Simulation of a Recreation System
(4) Intra-Park Behavior
(5) Information Display and Retrieval Systems

*This bibliography was prepared with the assistance of Wong H.
Sang, Research Assistant, Department of Geography, Oklahoma
State University.
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(1) PREDICTION OF USE AT INDIVIDUAL PARKS:

Cesario, F. J. (1969). "Operations Research in Outdoor Recreation."

Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. I, No. I, 1969, pp. 33-51.

This study attempts to predict recreation travel flows from

several population centers towards a recreation site. An

economic evaluation is made by estimating the primary

economic benefits of outdoor recreation.

Walter, G. R. &J. A. Schofield (1977). '~ecreation Management:

A Progra1llllling Example." Land Economics, May 1977, Vol. 53,

No.2, pp. 213.

An attempt is made to arrive at an optimal set of combinations

of activities for satisfying a range of diverse activities.

The technique of linear programming is applied to the case

of Bowron Lake Provincial Park, British Columbia. The

programming model also incorporates variables representing

aspects of the natural environment, which might be affected

by recreational development.

(2) PREDICTING USE AT A SERIES OF RECREATION AREAS:

Cheung, H. K. "A Day-Use Park Visitation Model." Journal of

Leisure Research, Vol. 4, 1972, pp. 139-156.

The relationship between use levels, population size, distance

of population centers, attractiveness of recreational areas

and alternative recreational opportunities is incorporated

into a mUltiple regression analysis.
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Elsner, G. H. (1972). "A Regression Method for Estimating the Level

of Use and Market Area of a Proposed Large Ski Resort." Journal

of Leisure Research, Vol. 3, No.3, 1972, pp. 160-167.

An important part of recreational planning involves the esti

mation of the magnitude and spatial distribution of demand for

the services that a recreational facility can offer. In this

study, systems analysis is used for simulating use-levels and

market areas for thirty six large ski-resorts in California.

The results of the simulation were compared with observed

values.

McKillop, W. (1975). '~ilderness Use in California: A quantitative

Analysis." Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 7, No.3, 1975,

pp. 165-178.

A regression model is used for analyzing the factors influencing

wilderness use in twenty one Forest Service areas and three

national parks during the 1968-71 period. The variables included

were income levels, costs of travel, population levels of

market areas and the availability of leisure time.

Murray, T., Rogers, P., Sinton, D., Steinitx, C., & R. Toth. (1971).

Honey Hill: A Systems Analysis for Planning the Multiple

Uses of Controlled Water Areas. Vol. 1, (Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. Department of Landscape Architecture, Final

Report.) 1971.

Research was aimed at focusing attention on the ways and means
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of meaauring non-monetary social and environmental costs and

benefits and comparing them with costa and benefits measurable

in dollars. Emphasis was on multiple uses of land and water

resources for recreation. Data on the area was stored, ana

lyzed and displayed using computer graphics developed by the

investigators. The study developed sets of quality indices

for visual quality, ecological damage, wildlife habitat etc.

Grid areas were evaluated and ranked in terms of various

uses, thus laying the basis for a planning evaluation process

for site development. A simulation model was developed which

allowed comparisons of the effects of implementing alternative

recreation plans. Vol. 2 of the study contains appendices to

Vol. 1.

Tweedie, S. W. & R. D. Hecock. "RECSAD: A Computer Program for

Recreation Planning~l Department of Geography, Oklahoma

State University, The Oklahoma Water Resource Research Institute.

1974.

See discussion in Chapter 1 of this report.

(3) SIMULATION OF A RECREATION SYSTEM:

Krutilla, J. V. & A. C. Fisher. (1974). The Economics of Natural

Environments: Studies in the Valuation of Commodity and Amenity

Resources. Resources for the Future, Johns Hopkins University

Press, Chapter 6.

A simulation model is used for evaluating the benefits from
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environmental preservation.

Cesario, F. J. (1975). "A Simulation Approach to Outdoor Recreation

Planning." Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 7, No. I, 1975,

pp. 38-52.

Using a fictitious example, simulation techniques are applied

towards solving the problem of planning recreation sites,

making expansion decisions, determining the combinations of

recreational activities and making forecasts of visitor

responses to contemplated changes in various aspects of an

outdoor recreation system.

Elsner, G. A. "Computer Management of Recreation Data: Terrain and

Usage Studies for land-Use Planning." In Systems Analysis

and Forest Resource Management, Proceedings of the Workshop

on Syst. Anal. Gr. Soc. Amer. For. pp. 351-367, (University

of Georgia, Athens, Aug. 11-13, 1975).

Application of regression and computer simulation techniques

for analyzing wilderness usage in terms of the origin, group

size, stay duration, entry point and total daily volumes of

wilderness users. The regression model is used for predicting

the effects of expanded proposed recreation systems and the

VIEWIT computer system helps in making rapid assessments of

landscape and other vistas from different vantage points. It

also makes possible the storage and retrieval of large amounts

of data as well as providing cartographic capabilities for
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Smith, V. K. & J. V. Krutilla. "A Simulation Model for the Management

of Low Density Recreation Areas." Journal of Environment,

Economics & Management, Vol. 1. (Nov.), pp. 187-201, 1974.

The use of level of a recreational facility, as indicated by

user density, has important effects on the quality of the

individual's recreational experience. The study attempts to

measure the effects of alternative use levels on the expected

quality of individual experience, in the Spanish peaks area

in Montana, using a simulation model that approximates as

nearly as possible the travel behavior of wilderness users.

(4) INTRA-PARK BEHAVIOR:

Bishop, B. W. (1970). "Stability of the Factor Structure of Leisure

Activity: Analysis of Four Communities. "Journal of Leisure

Research, Vol. 2, 1970, pp. 160-170.

Recreational activities are pursued for several reasons that

are esentially quite stable, regardless of the type of activity

performed. The reported leisure activities of respondents in

four communities were analyzed using factor analysis. Three

dimensions of leisure behavior were used: active diversionary,

potency and status.

Carls, F. G. (1974). "The Effects of People and Man-Induced Conditions

on Preferences for Outdoor Recreation Landscapes." Journal

of Leisure Research, 1974, Vol. 6, pp. 113-124.

It is important for a planner to know what effect people have on
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each other within a recreation area. Such effects are often

difficult to measure. In this study, eamples of people

(representing recreationists) were chosen for an experiment

aimed at investigating the effect of people and man-induced

conditions on preferences for outdoor recreation landscapes.

Photographs of one hundred different landscape scenes were

presented to the respondents for ranking on the basis of

personal preferences. As the number of people in the scenes

increased, preferences tended to decrease.

Ditton, R. B., Goodale, T. L. & P. K. Johnsen. "A Cluster Analysis

of Activity, Frequency and Environment Variables to Identify

Water-Based Recreation Types." Journal of Leisure Research,

Vol. 7, No.4, pp. 282-295, 1975.

An attempt is made to classify recreation activities using

cluster analysis. Multiple measures on each individual's

characteristics are used in developing typologies of recreation

activities. Each activity type is spatially linked to an

environment characteristic in the recreation area.

Hendee, J. C. & R. J. Burdge. (1974). "The Substitutability

Concept: Implications for Recreation Research and Management."

Journal of Leisure Research, 1974, Vol. 6.

From a theoretical standpoint, one recreational activity might

SUbstitute for another if it is capable of providing the

individual with the same kind of satisfaction or that was
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desired or expected from the first. In this study, factor

analysis is applied towards classification of recreation

activities on the basis of criteria that would facilitate

the trade-off or substitutability one type of activity for

another.

Kranz, P. ''What Do People Do All." Behavioral Science, IS, 3, May,

1970, pp. 286-291.

Simultaneous developments in methodology and computer use are

outlined which would make the field of time-budget research

attractive to various types of behavioral studies. In a typical

time budget, the researcher obtains the respondents list of

activities for a day or a few hours. Computer techniques are

then used to deal with the wealth of information provided. A

specific computer program is described for use with an

appropriately created semantic dictionary. The dictionary

is created by a reiterative process and leads to the assignment

of nominal data to descriptive words or phrases.

McKechnie, G. F. "The Psychological Structure of Leisure: Past

Behavior." Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 6, 1974, pp. 27-45.

The participants of leisure activities can be classified on

the basis of the relationship between types of leisure activities

and associated demographic and personality characteristics of

the participants. Using the SPAN program of the BCTRY System

of Cluster and Factor Analysis, personality and demographic

characteristics of participants are related to the nature and
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patterns of their leisure activities.

Nielsen, G. A., Jezeski, J., Emerson, C., D. Myrick, J. Suess,

D. Stuart, and A. Williams. (1973). "Environmental Impact

Assessment: the Gallatin Canyon-Big Sky Study," Journal

of Soil and Water Conservation, 28 (5), 1973, pp. 208-210.

In determining the environmental impact of a proposed recreational

development in Montana, baselines were established for assessing

changes. The impact of traffic flow and fishing was examined.

Thirty-one problems generated by human activity were examined.

Romsa, G. H. "A Method for Deriving Outdoor Recreational Activity

Packages." Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 5, 1973, pp. 34-46.

It is possible to identify groups of recreationists performing

certain groups of activities together. An information statistic,

'2 Delta I' is used for defining such groups.

Schmitz-Scherzer, R., Rudinger, G., Angleitner, A. & Bierhoff

Alterman, D. "Notes on a Factor Analysis Comparative Study

of Leisure Activities in Four Different Samples." Journal

of Leisure Research, Vol. 6, 1974, pp. 77-83.

The essential similarity of leisure activities is examined

in terms of factor analysis. The study aims to develop a

basic structure of leisure activity which could aid in developing

categories of leisure activities on the basis of their ability

to bring certain kinds of satisfactions, Factor analysis

techniques are used.
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Seneca, J. J. & R. K. Davis. "A Cross-Section Analysis of State

Recreation Activity." Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 8,

No.2, pp. 112-122, 1976.

The problem of the classification of leisure activities can

also be approached from the point of view of the participant's

perception of recreation activities. A sample of participants

were asked to make judgements about the similarities between

different recreation activities. The data obtained, being

ordinarily scaled, was converted into ratio-scaled data

using the technique of Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling

(NMDS) •

Smith, S. "Similarities between Urban Recreation Systems." Journal

of Leisure Research. Vol. 7, No.4, pp. 270-281.

In an attempt to search for order and regularity in urban

recreation systems, principal components analysis and dis

criminant analysis is applied. A Mahalanobis D2 statistic

was used to cluster the study cities into homogenous groups.

Policy making implications include the possibility of developing

uniform standards in the planning of recreation for similar

groups of cities.

Tatham, R. L. & R. J. Dornoff. (1971). '~arket Segmentation for

Outdoor Recreation." Journal of Leisure Recreation, Vol. 3,

No.4, 1971, pp. 5-16.

This study represents an attempt at classifying recreational
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activities into groups having certain characteristics

attributes of recreational bshavior patterns. Hierarchial

clustering techniques are utilized for classifying segments

of the recreational market. The procedure yields groups

having relatively homogenous characteristics with respect

to activity preferences and socio-economic criteria.

Tombaugh, L. W. (1970). "Factors Influencing Vacation Home Locations."

Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 2, No.1, 1970, pp. 54-63.

Recreational areas are threatened by expanding urbanization

and activities that are dependent on wilderness locations.

This study discusses the competition existing between vacation

home locations and other types of land-use, particularly recrea

tional land use.

Wishart, D. Clustan lA User Manual. St. Andrews, Fife, Scotland.

Computing Laboratory, University of St. Andrews.

An outline of computer programs available for using cluster

analytic techniques.

(5) INFORMATION DISPLAY AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS:

Elsner, G. H. "Campground Users: A Computerized Model for Sunnnarizing

where they come from and How Long They Stay." U.S.D.A. Forest

Service Research Note, PSW-258, 1971.

An information storage and retrieval system for market area

information from data stored on campground permits.

Elsner, G. H. "Wilderness Management ••• A Computerized System
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for Summarizing Permit Information. U.S.D.A.Forest Service

General Technical Report PSW-2/l972.

A computerized system for analyzing information obtained

from permits. COUNTY converts ZIP mailing codes to origin

of-visitor indices. TOTAL summarizes the information on the

total number of registered persons in a wilderness on a given

day. ORIGIN produces a summary of places of origin table,

by number of persons. LSTAY produces two distribution tables,

one on length of stay, and another by groups size.

Frayer, W. E. & D. B. Butts. (1974). "BUS: A Processing System

for Records of Backcountry Camper Use." Journal of Leisure

Research, 1974, Vol. 6, pp. 305-311.

A system of rapid data recall is outlined. Information is

provided on the spatial and temporal patterns of recreationists.

The system can be utilized for developing a reservation system

that controls visitor impacts on recreation areas. The

computer program waS in FORTRAN IV and tested on a CDC 6400

computer.

Hodges, L. & C. S. Van Doren. (1972). "Synagraphic Mapping as a

Tool in Locating and Evaluating the Spatial Distribution of

a Municipal Recreational Facility." Journal of Leisure

Research, 1972, Vol. 4, 341-353.

A tool is developed for the rapid analysis of the geographical

distribution of recreational areas in a municipality. This
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could be employed by planners and decision makers for evaluating

disparities in recreational opportunities. Maps are generated

for service radii of selected recreation centers, population

densities and mobility indices for Dallas, Texas.

Loy, J. W. Jr. (1968). "An Information Retrieval System for

Sport Sociologists." International Review of Sport Sociology.

1968, 3, 149-155.

A punched card system for information retrieval is described.

The system is based on a type of edge-notched punched card,

marketed under the trade-mark 'keysort'. The system is

efficient, cheap and requires relatively little maintenance.

The card format, storage system, mechanics, classification

and coding system are described. Bibliographic data can be

readily typed onto a card and the reqUired coding punches

are few and quickly made. It is a rapid and relatively open

ended system with the possibilities for adding new categories

whether these are headings or SUb-headings.

Nielson, J. M. & W. R. Catton, Jr. (1971). "Forest Recreation

Propositional Inventory." Journal of Leisure Research, Vol. 3,

No.3, 1971, pp. 178-193.

An information retrieval system is described for the recovery

of sociologically relevant information on forest recreation.

The procedure involves the recording and storing of substantive,

methodological, bibliographical and contextual information

from published articles in the form of retrievable propositions.
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APPENDIX 4

SUPPLEMENTARY COMPUTER PROGRAMS

In connection with this project it was necessary to develop
the capability of analyzing and displaying origin/destination
data efficiently through computerized methods. A series of
computer programs were developed to handle this task. In the
belief that these may have general utility to perSonS interested
in spatial modeling of supply and demand Or in developing graphics
depicting flows of visitors, these programs are described and
presented here.

The analysis of origins and destinations utilizing conventional
places names is cumbersome and time-consuming. Researchers and
others confronted with the need to maintain relatively detailed
information on locations have come to rely upon U.S. Postal Service
"Zip Codes. II A good deal of cenSuS information is available by Zip
Code. In addition, a large proportion of survey respondents can
and will provide their home Zip Code. For those who cannot (or will
not) it is a relatively simple matter to look up Zip Codes if home
addresses or other locational data are obtained.

From the standpoint of preserving geographic detail Zip Codes
at the three digit level are intermediate between county units and
States. For the State of Oklahoma there are seventy-seven counties
and only eleven three-digit Zip Code areas. Moreover, Zip Codes at
the three-digit level make some sense from an areal functional
organization standpoint. Zip Code areaS usually have boundaries
which are consistent with those of third-order market areas.

On the other hand, five-digit Zip Codes vary from a few blocks
to several hundreds of square miles. Five-digit Zip Codes have
little to do with the functional organization of space, especially
in metropolitan areas where there are often a great number in a
relatively small area.

Unfortunately there is nO geographic logic in the numbering
of Zip Codes beyond the fact that the first digit increases from
East to West. In order to make the Zip Codes (either three- or
five-digits) useful from analytical or graphics-display standpoints,
it was necessary to merge a geographical reference system with the
Zip Codes.

(1) The PICADAD Tape and Zip Code Reference Files:

The first requirement waS to find geographical coordinates
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for the zip codes. These sre svsilsble for (most) five-digit
Zip Codes on the PICADAD computer tape, avsilable for $80 from
the U.S. Buresu of the Census. The PICADAD file contains S great
deal of information that was extraneous to our purposes, so the
required information, namely Zip Code, latitude, and longitude
was extracted from the tape and arranged in ascending order by
Zip Code. The resulting data set, called LALZIP, contained about
28,000 entries for the United States. The detail provided by five
digit Zip Codes was judged unnecessary for purposes of analyzing
regional recreation flow patterns, so an additional file was created
containing three-digit codes and coordinates for the entire USA.
The 1970 population for these three-digit Zip Code areas was extracted
from the Fifth Count computer tspe of the US Census of Population
and added to this three-digit file.

In order to utilize the five-digit Zip Code file in LALZIP,
it was necessary to deal with a minor problem. The PICADAD tape
does not include listings for each five-digit region within a
metropolitsn area. For exsmple in the case of Tulss, Oklahoma,
only 74100 is listed. The next entry in the file is 74201. The
effect is that all residents in a metropolitan area are aggregated
to a single location with a large population rather than appearing
as a cluster of many smaller population centers. For purposes of
analyzing regional recreation flow patterns this aggregation seemed
satisfactory and perhaps even desirable.

This does present a problem in matching a list of recreationists'
five-digit Zip Codes to those in the LALZIP file. Program ZIPMATCH
was written to solve this problem. To use the program, the recreationist
data file is ordered by ascending Zip Codes and provided as input to
the program. ZIPMATCH then assigns all recreationists to either their
Zip Code (if it is in the file) or to the next smaller zip code that
appears in the LALZIP file. For example, a user at 74074 would be
assigned coordinates for zip code 74074, but a user from 74125 would
be assigned to 74100.

Output from ZIPMATCH is in the form of a summary table showing
the number of users from each five-digit Zip Code area (See Table 1).
For example, in one sample over 2000 users were found to be located
at only 145 five-digit Zip Code areas. Data summarized in this
form can then be used for input for subsequent analysis such as
computer mapping, (MAPLOT & FLOWPLOT) distance decay relationships
(ZIPDIST), and comparisons with predicted use from a simulation
model (RECSAD).

(2) Computer Mapping Programs and Problems:

Two computer mapping programs were developed in connection
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with the project. The first, ~~LOT, draws graduate symbols
scaled in proportion to the data values (or number of users) at
the data points. The second, FLOWPLOT, draws flow lines between
origin and destination points, with widths of the lines scaled
in proportion to the amount of the flow between points. Both
programs produce graphic output on a plotter.

Such output requires a frame of reference such as state or
country boundaries or Zip Codes. These can either be coordinatized
and drawn by the plotter on each map, or provided by preparing
a transparent overlay through standard cartographic techniques.
This overlay is then photographically combined with the computer
map. Since computer maps look best when drawn at a large scale
and photo-reduced, the latter approach was used.

In order to produce the computer maps it was necessary to
convert the latitude and longitude for each Zip Code to x and y
coordinates that could be used by the plotter. This process
is complicated by the fact that it involves a conversion from
spherical coordinates to rectilinear coordinates which must fit
an existing base map. TIle Albers Equal Area projection, with
standard parallels at 29 0 30' and 45 0 30' and centered on 95 0 west
longitude, was selected because of its frequent use by the U.S.
Census Bureau and other agencies.

The conversion was accomplished by first converting longitude
and latitude into polar coordinates (R,P) on a flat surface, and
then transforming these into Cartesian coordinates (X,Y) with the
origin repositioned to be compatible with the plotter. The fol
lowing equations and constants produced a reasonable fit for the
United States map.

R ~Sin )

2
2 K cos (29.5)
(29.5) + sin (45.5) + 4 K2 (sin 29.5) - sin A

sin (29.5) + sin (45.5)

COS P 1
-2 (K cos A sin ( (B-95)/2) )2

R2

X R sin P + C

Y -R cos P + D

where:

A latitude of the Zip Code area
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B • longitude of the Zip Code area

K • a constant determined by the ratio between the radius of
the earth and the radius of the sphere used to generate
the map projection.

C,D • constants used to reposition the origin.

R,P = polar coordinates

X,Y • Cartesian coordinates

(3) Analxsis of Distance Traveled (ZIPDIST):

Once latitude and longitude had been determined for both origins
and destinations the following equation was used to calculate great
circle, or airline distance between points.*

D = (M-''12
3.666 \)00) +

2 (6.,,)23.700 (cos 0) 100

where: D· distance in statute miles

o • mean latitude of the two locations

l). 41 • latitude difference in seconds

d A = longitude difference in seconds

The use of straight line instead of highway mileage underestimates
distances traveled. However, this error is fairly consistent in
the sense that it effects all distance calculations proportionately.
Its advantage in ease of calculation outweighs any loss of accuracy
due to its use in the analysis.

The distances calculated by ZIPDIST can be used to analyze
visitations by distance zones, or as an independent variable in
a regression model.

*George A. James, Gordon R. Sanford, and Andrew Searcy, Jr.,
"Origin of Visitors to Developed Reoreational Sites on National
Forests", Journal of Leisure Research, (Spring 1972), p. Ill.
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~~~~~~~~3al~~\~!;~~gf1~t~~3~~~~~~l~~~~~311it~~1335~~j~~~1~§8i~§~~gf3~~IJll~~i~~8
II ExeC FORTGCG
l/FORT.SYSIN DO *

CARD
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
8008

009
0010
0011
0012
DO 13
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0J22
0023
0024
002~

88h
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
DOH
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PROGRAM RECSAD: MEDIAN DISTANCE DECAY VERSION
REQUIRED INPUT:

1) TITLE CARD:
COL 1-5 TITLE

11-78 ANY TITLE
2) CO~DITIONS CARD

COL 1-10 CONDITIONS
11-15 NUMBER OF REC SITES
16-20 NUMBER OF POPULATION CENTERS
21-25 SCALE (MILES PER INCH)
26-30 PARTICIPATION RATE PER 100,000
31-35 CAPACITY PER UNIT FACILITY
36-40 PERCENT WILLING TO TRAVEL THE MEDIAN DISTANCE
41-45 PUNCH "1" TO LIST MATRIX OF USER FLOWS

PUNCH "2" TO PRIliT AND PUNCH MATRIX OF USER FLOIiS
3) REC SITES CARD

COL 1-9 REC SITES
16-20 NUMBER OF REC SITES OF INTEREST
21-80 FORMAT TO READ REC SITE DATA. MUST HAVE ONE I AND

FOUR F TYPE FIELDS TO READ 10 FOR REC SITE, X AND Y
4} REC SITE 8f¥rrINt~fs~EgA~1~lT~fRA~fRtTeg:¥II~rNG 10 CODE,

X AND Y COORDINATES, CAPACITY, AND ATTRACTION.
5) POPCENTERS CARD:

COL 1-10 POPCENTERS
16-20 NUMBER OF POPULATION CENTERS OF INTEREST
21-80 FORMAT TO READ POP CENTERS DATA. MUST CONTAIN ONE I

~N~Na ~ t~b~D~~f~~~ r~0~~t~TIgNco~~DFg~A~g~.CE~~f~6s
CAN BE USED TO VARY' THE PARTICI~ATION RATE FOR INDIVIDUAL
CENTERS.

6) POPCENTER DATA CARDS: ONE CARD PER POP CENTER CONTAINING AN 10 CODE
X AND Y COORDINATES, POPULATION, AND STATUS.

REAL*4 TITLEp 7}
gr:~;~Ib:TC£E~~(~~d:5a~1,CUM(13},IDPOP(500},IDREC(200)



C
C
C

1030

1000
C
C
C

1010....
o

'"

CARD
0042
0043
0044
88t~
0047
88U
0050
0051
0052
0053
8054

055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
88U
Otl65
0066
0067
0068
886~
Otlll
887~
ool4
007~
OOh
Sg78
0079
0g80o 81o 82
8aU

0000000001111111111222222222233333333334444444444555555555566666666661~771111118
12345678901234567890123456189012345618901234567890123456789012345618981234567890

DIMENSION SDIST(660l

~1~i:~!%1 ~1~gg!~tyS~8816~~~~~~8a~~~~~1~~~~8d)'PR(200)'RPOP(200)
gI~iN~~g~/~gO~~~/~t~~~i~/5Ao*0.I'CUM/13*0."CUR/200*1.I
I Ell 0=0
LOOP=O
SUM1=0.
SUJl2=0.
SUMD=O.
READ (5 1000! TlTLE
FOUlt hox 7 A )
WRITE (&,106 ) TITLE

READ PARlIlETERS

JtA~~5tlglo~I~Rt~~&0~~~CALE,PARATE,CAPF1C,PCTMD,MATRIX
IF (P1RATE.fo.0:0) P1I1T£=100000•
IF (CAPFiC.EO.j.O) C1PFAC=1.
C1L=ALOG(PCTJlD
lF1CT=SORT(C1L (-.5»

REiD REC SITE DATA

RE1D (511030! NRSScFMTR
FOR~Af l15X 5 151.)
IF INRSS.Ei: ~'NRSS=NREC

~~IDO(~;~~TI~ IDREC(I),RX(I),RY(I)6 RF1C (I),ATRlCT(I)
IF (AtRACTII).EO.O.Ol ATRiCt,I)= •
RF1C(I)=RF C(I)ICiPF C
SUH1=SUM1+RFlC{I)

10 IF (I.EO.NRSS) SOM1=SUMl
C
C RE1D POP CENTER DATl
C

READ (5~1030~ NPSS~FMTP
IF (NPS~.E8 t NPS~=IPOP
WRITE (61.2 0 IPOf~NPSS6IREC~NRSSISCILE,PARATE,CIPF1C,PCTMD

2000 FORMiT ,711,2 ,"I.rUT C NDIT.OIS"I,
~ ~:::8M:~C 8: ~8~8t:lf8= ~81:1~ OF INTEREST ~::~:~



C
C
C

....
o
CO

CARD
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
08 96o 97
0098
0099
0100
0101
0102
0103
0104
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113
0114
0115
0116
0111
0118
0119
0120
8H~
0123
0124
0125
0126
0121

00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666611177717118
12345678901234567890123456189012345678901234561890123456189012345678901234567890

X T7,'NUM8ER OF RECREATIONS SITES =',15,1
X T7,'NUM8ER OF RECREATIONS SITES OF INTEREST =',15,1
~ ~::PX:~fC£~rTf§NH~kf~r~~RIr&N~OOO) ~::~t:~:~
~ 'H;: ~~~~~nY Ii~HI~~I~l ~iiHP MEDIAN DIST ~: ~~ :~~I
~~ADO{~;~~~~O~PIDPOP(I)tPX{I)LPY{I)'POP{I)'STATUS
IF ~S1'ATUS£E .0.0) STA U5=I.u
POP I)=POP I *(PARATEI OOOOO.)*STATUS
SUM =SUM2+ 0 (1)

20 IF (I.EQ.NPSS) SUMB=SUM2

ROUTINE TO FINO MEDIAN DISTANCE FOR EACH POP CENTER
IfALF=SUMll2.0
DO 28 J=I,NPOP
ACC UH=O.O

g~sf~~~S8~~ti~X~Jl-RX(I»**2+(PY(J)-RY(I»**2)
22 P/StJfs(lt~EQ~6.S»DIS(I)=.001

C - LOOP TO FINO SHORTEST DISTANCES
DO 26 j(F:=I~NREC
DO 23 1=1 NREC
IF (DIS(I~.LT.O.O) GO TO 23
DTEJlP=DI st I)
IICl.OSE=I
/(=1
GO TO 24

23 CONTINUE
24 DO 25 II=K NREC

IF (DIS(II~.LT.O.O) GO TO 25
IF (DIS(II5.GE.DTEHP) GO TO 25
DTEMP=DIS(II)
NCLOSE=II

25 CONTINUE
ACCUM=ACCUM+RFAC{NCLOSE)
IF {ACCUI(. GE. HALf) GO TO 27
DIS NCLOSE)=-DIS(NCLOSE)

26 CON !HUE
27 SDIST(J)=DIS(NCLOSE)
28 CONTINUE
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49 DO 50 I=1,NPOP

I:crT~E~~~~!6~l~~rf;S~~*¥~~~~rl~ERS{I,J)
SUM4=SUM4+TMCP

50 EFFCAPCI)=EFFCAP{I)+THCP
DO 55 I=l,NPSS

55 SUMD=SUMD+EFFCAPCI)
WRITE (6 2011) SOH1,SUHC

2011 FORMAT !!~6' SUMS:',/~3X,'IN REGION',F12.0,F14.0)

2012 f%H1T{ ~~~3~? T~~n(~~rto ,Fl4.0)

2015 ~~~~iT{C(l~~')POP CENTER'c8X~'oEMAND',5X,'EFf.CAP.',5X,'C/D RATIO
X'L6XL'MEo DlST',' LATENT uEHAND',/)

g~R~~Fici~N~iSa1pOPCI)
XLATNT=POP I -EFFCAPII)
WRITE (6

f
2 2 ) IOPOP I)«POP{I),EFfCAP{I),CDR,SDIST{I),XLATNT

FORMAT ( 11,2F14.0,F 4.L,F14.0,F14.0)
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,2024) SUMB,SUMD
FORMAT CI/6' SUMS:',IL 5X,'IN REGION',FI2.0,f14.0)
WllITE (6 2 25) SuM2 SuM
FORMAT (!,5X,iTOTALI,f15.0,F14.0)

PROGRAM TO SUM USERS

SUM6=0.0
SUII7=0.0
SUM8=0.0
SUM9=0.0
DO 65 I=l,NPSS
DO 65 J=l,NRSS

65 SUM6=SUM6+USERS{I,J)
K=NPSS+1
DO 66 I=K,NPOP
DO 66 J=1 NRSS

66 SUIl7=SUM7~USERS(I,J)
I.=NRSS+1
DO 67 I=I,NPSS
DO 67 J=L NREC

67 SUM8=SUM8tUSERS{I,J)
DO 68 I=K,NPOP
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CARD
0214 00 68 J=L,NREC
0215

68 :Nr¥Etg~~~lff6~t'~aM7 SUM8 SUN9
8~1~ 2026 FORMAt f'1',4X,'I'-REGiON U~E OF IN-REGION PARIS =',F16.0,1
0218 + 16,' OUt-OF-REGION USE OF II-REGION PARlS =',n4.O,1
g~~~ : I~~:~~T~~~!~IG~~i g~EogJ-g'T~~~!2IG~~~ljAR~!F=~;~{£.0)
0221 C
0222 C WRItE DECAY SUMMARY TABLE
0223 C
0224 WRItE (6 2030)
0
0225

6
2030 FORMAT CIIIL7XL 'TRAYEL DIStANCE SUMMARY',II,10I,'DIStANCE

22 +S PERCENT CuM TRIPS CUM PCt',/)
g~~~ ID=O.
0229 t~E~oCi~f1l3

82310 DIFF=PREY!COMC()
23 PCt=100.0*DIFF/CUM~1)

823
3
2 PCENt=100 O*CUllU) CUM(1)

23 WRITE (6L~040) IDL IFF,PCt~CUMCl),PCENt
0234 2040 FORMAt C~X,FI0.3,~(F10.0,F10.l»

8~3~ J~EJ~~all)
0~J7 70 CONtINUE
OH8 C
0239 IF (MATRIX.ED.O) GO TO 79
0240 C
024i C LOOP to WRItE AND POICH FLOW MATRIX
B2t C
0~44 300 ~~~~t(~'~~~}OX"FLOW MAtRIX',/)
8~t~ ~2IlE t6:~~r~SIDRECCJ)
0~47 301 FORMAt (1I1l20X,' FLOIS TO REC SITE' ,15)o 48 00 7B 1=1 .PSSo 49 IF CMATRIi.EO.2) WRITE (7,303) IDREC(J),Rl(J),RY(J),IDPOP(I),PI(I)
gO~~5~ 303+f&:~ll'f~rr~(Jfi!2)F6.0)

2 2 WRITE (6 L 3021 IDPoPfU,USERSU,J)
~~~1 39i ~8::tju~~(I6,F6.0,2l»
0255 C
0256 79 IF (LOOP.EO.l) GO to 90

....
o

""
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123456~8901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

2

LOOP=1

RESET VALUES NEEDED FOR ADJUSTMENTS

80 ~~Fg~P~I}~~~8P
88RrJ)~-~-~~:fjr+l.0)/2.0
IF (CUR J).GT.l.0) CUR(J)=1.0
IF (CUR J}.GE.l.0) GO to 81
IEND=1

Ell RPOP{J)=O.O
82 88M~~)~O~613

IF {IEND.EQ.O} GO TO 89
GO to 29

89 liRITE (6,310)
310 FORMAT (1//~10X('ADJUSTMENT NOT RUN; ALL CAPACITY/USE RATIOS ARE

+ONE OR GREATER')
90 STOP

END
/I GO. SYSIN DO *
TITLE RECSAD FOR STUDY RIVERS
CONDITIONS 74 120 80 100 300 .05
REe SITES 6£ IJ,13X,2F7.3,2F7.0)
654 17. 6.1 1
639 17.2 5.6 1
654 17.6 5.6 1
744 15.8 5.3 1
633 17.2 7.0 1

~~~33.292 88.076 f~:~23 5i~968 f

REST OF REC SITE DATA CARDS

76032.788 97.729 13.046 2.384 1
POPCENTERS (13,13X,2F7.3~F7.0,F2.0)
35634.577 86.970 20.621 4.129 26c891

REST OF POP CEHTER DATA CARDS

76233.216 97.106 13.500 2.739 119004
/I

CARD
0257
0258 C
0259 C
0260 C

8~~~
0263
0264
0265
0266
0267
0268
0269
0270
0271
0272
0273
0274

8H~
0277
0278
0279
0280
0281
0282
0283

8~g~
SU7
0288
0289
0290
0291
0292
0293
0294
0295
0296
0297
0298
0299



C
C

10
101
201

'"o
00

CARD
0001
888~
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
88~~
0023
00~400 5
00 5
00 7
0028
88j8
0031
883j
0034
0035
0036
0037
883:
0040
0041

f~g~gg¥38Al~!1~~~A~6~~~~~~~~~~~~Ji~~l~~3t1j~~~f::~t~~1~~~i~gt~tt~:f::~IJll~Z~~~g
II EXEC FORTGCG
~/FORT.SYSIN DO *
C FLOVPLOT PROGRAM
C
C REQUIRED INPUT: (FORMATS CAN BE CHANGED TO FIT THE DATA)
C 1) TITLE CARD (FORMAT 101)
C 2) PARAMETER CARD:
C COL 1-5 ZIP CODE OF REC SITE LOCATION (DESTINATION)
C 6-10 X COORDINATE OF REC SITE
C ~1-15 Y COORDIIATE OF REC SITE
C 6-20 CAPACITY OF REC SITE
C 1-25 LARGEST CAPACITY OF ALL REC SITES IN SYSTEM
C 25-30 MAXIMUM SIZE OF CIRCLE (REPRESENTIN' CAPACITY) TO BE
C PLOTTED AT LARGEST REC SITE
C 31-35 VIDTH OF FLOV BAR PER USER
C 36-40 FLOV BAR CUTOFF. FLOVS MUST BE GREATER TBAI TBIS
C VALUE TO BE PLOTTED
C 41-45 PUICH -1- TO SURPRESS NUMBERS AT END OF FLOW BAR
C 3) 'READ COITROL' CARD
C COL 1-5 lUMBER OF READ UIIT FOR FLOW DATA (5 FOR CARDS)
C 6-10 PUNCH -1- TO GET LIST OF FLOWS 01 PRINTOUT
C 11-70 FORMAT TO READ FLOW DATA. MUST HA'E OlE I AID 3 f fIILDS
C TO READ ZIP CODE (AS IITEGER)f X AID Y COOROIIATE~L AID FLOW.
C 4) FLOV DATA CARDS. ONE CARD FOR EACH LOW COITAINII' ZIP ~OE
C OF ORIGIN, I AID Y COORDINtTES OF ORIGII, AID FLOW
C 5) EID OF FI~E CARD. PUICH - IN COLUMIS 2-3.
C
C PROGRt" PRODUCES A PLOT SHOVING:
C ) A CIRCLE AT THE REe SITE SCALED TO CAPACITY
C 2) BARS CONNECTIIG POP CENTERS VITH REC SITES CORIGIIS WITH
C DESTINATIONS) WITH WIDTH SCALED IN PROPORTION TO lUMBER OF USERS.
C

DI~ENSION TITLE(15),FMT(15)
CALL PLOTS

READ f~~f6r:lJ8=~~f f~~lETITLE
FORMAT {15A~~

~g~~fT(~t~~~lol!l~f4)



COORDINATES SO BAR STOPS AT PERIMETERADJUST

KOFF=.1
YOFF=.2
DIFFX=XE-XC
DIFFY=YE-YC

c
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C

00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666671777777778
12345678901234561890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234561890

CALL SYMBOL (0.0,0.0,.14,TITLE,0.0,60)

READ PARAHETERS CARD
READ (5~102) XZIPLXC,YC,CAP,VALMAX,SIZMAX,WIDPER,VALMIH,NOIUM

102 i~Rl~:IL~li~~,F~O~61I5lALMAX=CAP
IF SIZMAX.E .0.0 SIZMAX=2.0
IF WIDPER.E .0.0 WIDPER=O.015
WRI E (6,202 XZI LXC,YCLCAPLVALMAX,SIZMAX,WIDPER,VALMIH

202 FORMAT tI", XL'IN~UT CONDITI0NS'/,
I i1::~IREEEA~E~fkR~8Dft(;lgf~~F8.2,/,
X T7,'CAPACITY =' LF8.0,IL
~ i1::~:II~g~ ~tk~EE=~fI~·~(~f8.2,/,
X T7,'BAR WIDTH PER UNIT =I,~-8.3(/,
X T7,' MINIMUM VALUE =',F5.0)

CALCULATE RADIOS AND DRAW CIRCLE
RAD=SIZMAX*SORT(CAP/VALMAX)/2.0
CALL CIRCLE (XC,YC,RAD)
READ (5,103) IU.(LIST,FHT

103 FORMAT 2I5~15A4}
IF nu. O.Oj IU=5

203 ~~~t.iT(~~3°6f~x~P~~~I READ FROM UNIT',I5,/,
30XRtI61~ifi~~MT~GIi~p~~~~tt;ft5:4,/II)

IF {IZIP'U:.Ol GO IO 110IF FLOW.LE.Y LMIN) GO TO 70
IF IZIP.EQ.KZIP) GO TO 68

TO PLOT FLOW BARS

CARD
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
SU}
0083
0084

....
o
'"



..........
o

CARD
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
883~
88U
8Ug
0101
01R2
BiDl
0105
810~

8188
109

0110
SIt!,
0113
-0114
UU
SiB
0119nu
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127

IF (FLOW. G£.10. O. AII0. DIFFI. LE.O.O)
W=FLOV*WIDPER
IF (DIFFI.EQ.O.O) GO TO 40
P8I=ATAI(DIFFY/DIFFX)
IF ~DIFFl.LT.O.O) P81=P8I+3.1416
IF DIFFY.LT.O.O.AND.DIFFX.GT.O.O)
GO 0 50

40 PHI=1.5708
IF (DIFFY.LT.O.O) P8I=4.7124

50 flsltoi~f:l~~~i~f)~~2T~YI5YC)**2)
DI= W/2.)*SIN(PHI)
DY= W/2.)*COS(PHI)
Xl= C-DI
Y1=YC+DY
12=IE-OI
Y2=YE+DY
13=IE+DI
Y3=YE-DY
14=IC+DI
Y4=YC-DY
WH=W/2.
IF ~RAD.LE.VO) GO T8 55
B=S RT(R1D**2-(W/2. )**2)
11= *CaS(PHl)
A2=B*SII(P81)
11=n+A1
H=Y1+A2
14=14+A1
Y4=Y4+12

55 gt~~ ~~gI ~f~:J~:~l
IF (Ii. EO.O.O) GO T6 60
Ettt ~tg~ (1~'J1'~}

60 XX=IE+XOFF~COtiPftlYY=YE+YOFF*SII PH
IF (NOIUM.EQ.1 GO TO 70
CALL NUMBER (I ,YY,.14,FLOV,0.,-1)
GO TO 70

65 XX=XE-IOFF*COSIP8I)
YY=YE-YOFF*SII PHI)
CALL NUMBER (X ,yy,.07,FLOW,0.,-1)

IOFf=.2

POI=P8I+6.2832



...............

8fU
0129
0130
0131
gB~
0134
0135
0136
0137
0138
013 9
0140
0141
0142
0143
0144
0145
0146
0147
0148
01 49o 50
0151
0152
0153
0154
0155
0156
0157
0158
0159
0160
0161
0162
1>163
0164
0165
0166

~~3~~~~g~bl~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~~l~i~~~~111~~~133~~~3t~~~~~g~~3~~t~38~I~11~lii~S
GO TO 70

68 XX;XC-.2
CALL NUMBER (XX L YCf .14«FLOW,0.,-1)

70 IF (LIST.NE.I) uO 0 3u

204
wRITE (6,204) IZIP#XE(YE,FLOW
FOR~AT {16,2F8.2,~.OJ
GO TO 30

80 CALL PLOT (25.,0.,999)
GO TO 10

90 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE CIRCLE (XPT,YPT,RAD)
DP=O.
Xl;XPT+RAD*COS~DP}
Yl=YPT+RAD*SIN OP
CALL PLOT (Xl, 1, )
~~=~~+~n~36
X1=XPT+RAO*COStDP!Yl;YPT+RAD*SIN OP
CALL PLOT (Xl, 1, )

40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

//GO.FT99F001 DO UNIT=3350~SPACE={TRK~{5,10»,OISP=(.EWIKEEP),

~i OCB;{RECF~S~~~t~~~I~~i13~g~~~i~;V~L~~ER=DAS040
"GO. SYS!N DO *
FLOWHAP OF 1978 SAMPLED USERS FOR ILLINOIS RIVER

744 15.8 5.3 66 137 1.0 .01 1 1
4B64~.a721~~~~!~X~f~~jl,Fr:g~1 1
55445.000 93.312 16.016 1.645 1

REST OF FLOW DATA CARDS

90833.776118.184 -1.179 -6.008 1
-1

/I



C

........
N

CARD
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008

88f8
0011

88H
0014
88U
0017
B8U
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
88~~
0028
8Ug
OOH

88B
0034
88n
0037
0038
0039
0040

88:~
0043

1/ EXEC FORTGCG
I/FORT. SYSIN DO *
C
C PROGRAM ZIPMATCH
C
C REQ~IRED INPUTS: (NOTE: FORMATS CAl BE CHAIGED TO FIT SPECIFIC DATI)
C 1) USERS ZIP CODES lRR1NGED II ASCEIDIIG ORDER (FORM1T 100)
C 2) A SEPARATE FILE COITIIIII' ILL POSSIBLE THREE DIGIT ZIP
C CODES {OOI-9991 AID THEIR LATITUDE 110 LOIGITUDE. SOME OF
C THESE ENTRIES RE lOT RE1L ZIP CODES AID THUS L1TITUDE AID
~ ~~:'llr~ET~Ii~E:ll'Ll:f·PRJ:I:: ~:J:Ilio::liGl'~~::E: IfER
C PROVIDES AI ERROIROUS ZIP CODE (DATA READ BY FORMAT 101)
C

g I'~ ~~BlRtIE~~AegoI!Rfi~ ¥I~II fl~I~3g~slN%R~g'~I¥~~ISI'R~MRIPIRI~1 FILE,
C COIYERTS LITITUDE AID LOIGITODE TO I AND Y COOiDI.IIES FOR USE BY 1
C PLOTTER (ORIGIS II LOWER LEFT), OUTPUTS ZIP CODE, L TITUDE, LOIGITUDE,
C X,Y, AND FREQUENCY.
C
C THE FOLLOWING INCLUDES A LIST OF THE PROGRAM AND SAMPLE IIPUT
C

REID (5(100) IZIPT
100 FORMAT 31,13)

9 lOUIT=1
10 IJA~I!i~~~~t~!~i'~)G~Z~&50

J:OUIIT=lOUNT+1
GO TO 10

49 lEY=1
50 REID (1(101) I[ZIP~ILAT~XLOIG

101 ~~Rl:!I~!~i~f~f~ij'~Z·~~50

~:rTECf'~~J~fttlfJ~~ftlI:IloIC,I,y,lOUIT
200 FORMAT (13,F6.3L3F7.3615J

IF (KEY. £Q.l) Gu TO 9
IZIPT=IZIP
GO TO 9

90 STOP
ElID
SUBROUTINE COHVRT(XLAT,XLOIG,X,Y)



........
w

CARD
DOH
0045
0046
8047

048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
88~1
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069g070

071
O() 72
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088

0000000001111111111222222222233333333334444444444555555555566666666667~777777778
1234567-8901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
C SUBROUTINE CONVERTS LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE TO X AND Y
C

RE=7920000./162300.
Rl=(2.*RE*COS(.51487»/(SIN(.51487)+SIN(.79412»
SLAT=XLAT
SLO NG=XLONG
SLAT=SLAT/57.2958
DEN=SINt·51487)+SINI.7Q412l
R=SQRT( Rl**2)+(14 ••REi*2)~(SIN(.51487)-SIN(SLAT»)/DEN)
DIFF=(S ONG-95.0 /2
DIFF=DIFF/57.295
COSTH=I.-(2.*CRE*COS(SLAT)*SII(DIFF»**2)/R**2
T8ETA=ACOS(COST8)
IF ~DIFF.GT.Ol r8ETA=-1.0*T8ETA
~1~;~~~H~~hJ
X2=Y1
Y2=-Xl
1=12+15.
Y=Y2+70.
RETURN
END

/IGO.FrOlFOOl DD DSN=U12489A.ZIP3D.DATA,DISP=SHR
IIGO. SY SIN DO *

021
123
IH
RESr OF USER THREE DIGIT ZIP CODES

740
990

~)MPLE OF ZIP CODEf LATITUDE AND LOIGITUDE REFEREICE FILE (THf DATI SET
IS CALLED ZIP3D.DA A IN THIS PROGRAM, AID IS READ FROM UNIT 1
001
002

REAL ZIP CODES BEGIN AT 010

010 42.259 72.560
011 42.097 72.587

REST OF ZIP CODE, LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE FILE



........
~

ClRD
88n
0003
888~
0006
0001
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
88U
0015
0016
0017
0018
88U
0021
88B
°R248D?5
0029
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
8U4
003g
0037
0038
0039

88U
0042

II EXEC FORTGCG
IIFORT. SYSIN DD *
C PROGRAM ZIPDIST
C
C REQOIRED INPUT: (NOTE: FORMATS MAY BE CHAIGED TO FIT SPECIFIC DATI)
C 1) ZIP CODE,LtIITUDE 'LOICITU8E OF REC SITE (DESIIIlIIOI) IFOR.MIT 99)
C 2) I P CODE L I lODE' LOIC TU E AID IUKBER OF USERS ROI E CH
C THREE DI~IT ZIP CODE AREI (ARRANGED II ASCEIDIIC ORDER BY ZIP
C CODE) (fORMIT 102)
C
C PROGRAM CALCULITES AIRLINE DISTANCES BETKEEI POINTS AID OUTPUTS ZIP CODES
C OF REC SITES, POPULITIOI CENTERS, DISTIICE IND FLOK BETKEEI POIITS.
C

ISOM=O
REID (5(99) IDREC1RLlT,RLOIC

99 FORMAT 13 '6.3,F .3)
10 READ (5110~,END=90) IZIP,KOOIT,XLAT,XLOIG

102 FORUT ·U3L 15<[F6.3,f7.3)
ISUM=ISUM+1l00IlT
DIFLAT=(RLAT-XLAT)*3600.
DIFLOI=CRLOIG-XLOI'l*3600.
PHI=( RLAT+XLAT 2. 57.2958
DIS~~ORTC(3.661!(D~LAT/I00.)**2)+(3.700*(COS(PHI»**2)*(DIFLON/1

+00. **2)
VRI E (6 200) IDREC IIIP DIST,KOOIT

200 FORMAT (I T8 ·<I5<~'FRO"'·<I5,F7.!L' MILES, USERS = ',15)
IlRI TE (7<[30 ) IDRu;,.IZIP,DIST,JCOUIlY

300 FORMAT i~I6,F7.1'15J
GO TO 1

90 WRITf ( 201) ISUM
201 FORM T (11,i ISUM = ',16)

STOP
END

IlGO.5YSIN DD *
64539.773 94 837
260 1240.141 80.687
392 3532.323 90.164

REST OF USER FLOW DITI
918 31132.826117.126

"




